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MD: SIX DIS'1NaBe71N

Locationt Vicinity CU Cia. WU OU Base Camp (XTW6J153), RVt%
Reporting Officer: Major Gneral F, K, Meamen
Prepared by . Captain Howard Co Hanning, OD, IMtJ Military
History Detachment

. (C) 8ignificant Organisational Activities.

a. Operations.

(I) General. There were three. major operations kbattalion
size or larger) and ,119a sma&l unit actions conducted by the 25th Infantry
Division during the quarter. All major operations and 191 of the -a3l
unit actions resulted in enemy contact.

(2) The 25th Infantry Division Monsoon Campaign which began
in May, continued throughout the reporting period. The mission of the
division in the Monsoon Capaign remained the same: to conduct offensive
operations dith emphasis in populated areas, to destroy VC/NVA forces
and installations, to secure lines of communications (LOC's), to support
the Goverment of Viet Nan (GVN) Revolutionary Development Program and
to reinforce Free World Military Assistance Forces and GVN forces as
directed. An added pission was to provide distant security and a re-
action force -when called upon to aid the security of the Vietnamese
National E&ectiona6 The three operations. of KOLEKOLE, BARKINGI SANDS
and DIAMOND HEAD continued within the divisionIs Tactical Area of
Interest (TAOI).

(a) KOIEKOLE (14 May 1967 - Continuing). This operation
continued as a search and destroy operation conducted-by the 2d Brigad.,
25th Infantry Division, in HAU NGHIA and TAY NINH Provinces., During the
month of August, the operation employed only two of the 2d Brigade's bat-
talions, the third being away from the area vhile operating under the
operational control of the 9th Infantry DiVision for Operation UNIONMUNI.
Increased ARVN participation in Operation KOLEOLE served to lessen the
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affect of the US battalion's absence, A sigifioant action took place
when the O(mbined Reconnaissance Intelligence Platoon (CRIP), consisting
of the Reconnaissance Platoon. let Ej, 27th Inf, and the HAU NQ{I.A
Province Intelligence Platoon (of Regional Forces) supported by gun-
shipa, reacted to intellignea. and engaged a VC reconnaissance element".ram LONG AN Province, resulting in 27 VC Killed in Action (KA),p veri-
fied by body count (BC). A significant loss to the VC occurred during
the period from 5 - 8 August, when the lot Battalion (lechanized), 5th
Infentry located extensive ammunition caches and factories around IOC r
GIANG (XT428155) along the ORIENTAL River. Items recovered included
a metal lathe, 1000 uLfinished anti-personnel (AP) mines$ over 100.
artillery, mortar and recoilless rifle rounds, sufficent material to.
make )00 grenades ard several hundred pounds of tools. Much of this
equipment was found in large earthenware crocks buried in the mud allng
the shores of the ORIENTAL River and was detectable only at low tide.

During September Operation KOLEKOLZ shifted to northern HAU NGHIA
and. southwestern TAY NINH Provinces, 4idle ARVN operations in southern
HAU NM1IA Province increased. The lst Battalion (Mechanized), 5th
Infantry conducted extensive dismounted night ambush patrols around
LOC GIANG, and along the ORIENTAL River, which resulted in 14 VC KIA
(BC) from ten engagements. During the last part of September the lot
and 2d Battalions, 27th Infantry engaged scattered VC west of the,
ORIENTAL River, resulting in the capture of a VC Prisoner of War (PW)
who revealed the location of the 269th VC Battalion. The lst Bat.-
talion, 27th Infantry conducted airmobile assaults in reaction to this
intelligence. Throughout this operation VC PW and HOI CHANH (ralliers
under the CHIEU HOI ot OPEN ARAS Program) have provided the 2d Brigade
with much information,

Operation KOLEKOLE continued through October with emphasis on search
and destroy operations, supplemented with pacification operations, in
HAU NCGIA, TAY NINH and BINH DUONG Provinces. Search and destroy
operations were characterized by rapid response to intelligence reports
in widely separated areas in the division's'TAOR. Contact during the
month was with aaall and scattered VC units. Two uignificant contacts
occurred on 21 and 31 October. On 21 October an estimated VC platoon
was observed from the air moving from a base camp south of TAY NINH
at XT194318. The VC wore fixed in place, by gunships until A and B
Companies of l1t 1n, 27th Infantry were airlifted to the area to engage
them. The results of this engagement was 18 VC KIA (BC) and numerous
ammunition, weapons and documents captured. On 31 October the 2i Bat-
talion, 27th Infantry conducted airmobile contact assaults north of the
RACH TRA stream. (XT7908) and made contact .with the 2d GO MON Battalion
(VN). Results of this contact were 28 VC KIA (BC), 2 VC PW.

Results of Operation KOL&MOLE to date are: Personnel losses - 679
VC KIA (BC), 425 VC KIA (poss), iW VC PWs, 1047 detainees and 34 HOI
CHANH. Material captured - 364 lbs of documents, 279 individual weapons,
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5 crew served weapons. Material and installations destroyed - 4M
bzIcersp ý03 military structures* 425 tunnels, 387 sampan** 03 "
artillery rounds, mortar roxAnds, Rp-2 roumdeq recoillese r itl2 rourde,
mines and other ewqlosive devices, 27.75 tons of., rice and 40,684 amaal
arms rounds.

(b) BARKING SANDS (18 May 1967 - Continuing). This
operation continued as a pacification operation of the 1st Brigade, 25th
Infantry Division in CU CI end TRANG BAIM Districts of HAU NCIIA Provincs
and PHU HoA District of BINH DUONG Provinces. Numerous mall unit actions,
which included Bushnaster (extensive compan• site patrols), 0ordon Ad
Search of suspected VC hamlets, Radrmner (mine sweeping of roads) and
Checkmate (road blocks in unannounced locations to check for VO personnel
or supplies being moved by surface transportation), enabled the brigade
to reduce VC capability to move freely. In addition* search and destroy
missions employing airmobile combat assaults into the IRON TRIANGLEs and
along the west side of the SAIGON Rivers6uth of th& IRON 7RIANGLE were
conducted, when intellignece reports located VC units in the area. On 30
August the 4th Battalion, 9th Infantry conducted airmobile assaults against
an entrenched VC battalion in the IRON TRIANGLE at XT735193. Small &mse
(Sk), automatic weapons (AW), artillery and airstrikes were directed
against the VC resulting in 4 VC KIA (BC), 11 US KRA and 4. US WA.

Operation WADIEAs a part of Operation BARKING SANDS, was conducted
from, 22 through 26 August. In addition to an organic battalion of the
let Brigade, WAD= included the 4th Battalion, 12th Infantry placed under
lst Brigade's operational, control from the 199th Light Infantry BriSede
(Separate), and the .1 and 4th Battalions of the 7th Regiment 4ARVN). The
operation was conducted along the RA-i THA, from XT75D7 to the SAIGON
River at X7814079 and along the opposite bank of the SAIGON River from
XT8109 to XT8208. The area of operation was known to be a VC haven
because of the thick terrain and extensive canals flowing from the SAIGON
River. The operation was designed to drive the VC from the area and to
destroy their base camps and fortifications. Contact throughout the
operation was limited, however, to engagement of VC in sampans and destruct-
ion of fortifications, many of which were booby trapped. Civic action
operations were taken to assist the RD cadre and population at nearby TAN
THAN ZNG (XT7511) and to provide medical assistance at BAO TRAM (ITM22156).
For furL,,Rr details and results of this operation see Combat Operation
After Action Report for Operation WAILEA,, attached as Appendix 4.

Operation BARKING SANDS was continued throughout September as a
pacification operation, to which was added the security of Jungle clearing
operations. During I - 5 September primary emphasis was placed on platoon
and company siz6 patrols to deny VC units access to populated areas during
the National EL-ections (held on 9zday 3 September),. After the elections
were held jungle clearing operations were begun in the RACI TRA areas,
where Operation KIMEA. was conducted in August. The purpose of this
clearing was to eliminate foliage used by VC units for concealment when

moving along the waterways flowing from the SAIGON River.
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Clearing operations ntensififd when Operaton KUNIA# a part ofOperation BARKING SAN Yt 1-. '%17; :6 , r e brigade movedwith four battalions (2- !k•,. -4t'h ý*:'-1-.i ,ti 4n, 9th Inf; 4th 1 (M) 23d

Inf and 3d •, 22d Inf) into the HO O ods by land and airmobile
combat assaults. Search and destroy operations were conducted in pro-
paration for the arrival of a land clearing team of thirty 1ome Plows
(a bulldomer with a sh.arp-.d bhn.r'. nrt at ai angle, constructed to be
used in Jungle olearinp . ~I~) tho 27t~i Land Clearing Team, 168th
&hgr Bas placed in Dirge't. 5--,•'p.rt of the. 25th Division to clear the
HO B) )bods. Land cleari.nr mjns begun on 20 September. 7he objective of
Operation KUNIA is to c .ti:lnate the HO BO T'bods as a safe haven for the
VC through extensiv clearing operations ard destruction of VC base cas*
and forces.

Jungle clearing operations were continued throuah Ociober as part of
Operation KUNIA. Operat.on BARKING SANDS was continued as a search and
destroy operation and ser:ity for Jungle cleairng operations. Jungle
clearing was completed in the northern and western parts of the HO HB
%tods and continues in the east and south. By the end of October 9,645
acres of the HO HB Wobods had been cleared by Home Plow and by using
bangalore torpedoes in areas inaccessible to, the Rome Plows.

Results of Operation BARKING SANDS to date are: Personnel losses -
320 VC KIA (BC), 769 VC KIA (pose), 38 VC PWS, 35,801 detainees and 9 HOI
CHANH. Material captured - 531 lbs of documents, 222 individual weapons,
18 crew served weapons. Material and installations destroyed - 5169
barkers, 670 military structures, 855 tunnels, 120 sampans, 3929 artillery
rounds, mortar rounds, tPG-2 rounds, recoilleas rifle rounds, mines, bombs
and other explosive devices, 133.75 tons of rice, 102.714 small arms, rounds.

(a) DIAMOND HEAD (18 May 1967 - Continuing). 7his
operation was continued by the 3d Brigade f•m its base camps at TAY NINH
and DAU TIENG. On 1 August 1967 the 3d Brigade, 4th Infantry Division
was redciggnated the 3d Brigade, 25th Infantry Division by USAWAC
General Order Number 144, dated 27 July 1967. Authority cited therein
was DA Message 824266, dated 19 July 1967. No movement of "roops or units
was involved in this redesignation. Operation DIAMND HEAD was conducted
by the 3d Brigade, 25th Itnfantry Division throughout the reporting
period. Search and destroy operations and security missions were conducted
in TAY NINH and BINi DUONG Provinces. In addition, the brigade, was re-
sponsible for the security of its two base camps and to secure engineer
repair work conducted on the road netamrk in its area of operations (AO).
The improvement of the roads in the TAY NINH (=T2350), DAl 7T¶.IG (XT5047),
SVOI DA (X72357) area will increase the reaction capabilities of 'the
brigade, and make better rads availabla for civilian use. Due to the
security requirements which involved twc battaliona throughout August,
other operations were battalion size or ma.llar. A significant action
occurred on 15 August when an airmobile cordon and search of. TRAM AN
(XT536378) was conducted by the 3d Battalion# 22d Infanti-ys in conjunction

C
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with Vietnmese National Polioe. Results of the operation were 6 VO
-XA (BC). 12 VC W, 3D detainees of hom 15 were classed as civil do-
fandantsp and I HOI OWM!. Subsequent information from this action
brought about the capture of an additional PW in DAU TIAIG. In September
the brigade conducted nuwerous mall unit actions to provide sevraty
for the elections held for the Vietnmese presidency and parli.amet* The
addition of the 2d Battallon, 34th Amor (;). to the brigade on 22
September enabled the brigade to resmue multi-battalion ,sise operations.
The first phase of an extensive prooect to prevent the use of the
MCHELIN Plantation located nect to DAU TIENG (XT04?) by VC forces.
The population southeast of the plantation ws relocated to a refugee
eunter at LAU WE13 (W1T605), thereby eliminating sources of support for

the VC. Seventy-6our families were relocated by use of CH-47 aircraft.
Eztensive psychologicl operations (PSlOPS) emploited this relocation
which was accomplished by U and ARVN troop units. Other workere lining
on the plAntation and more villagers liv31 south of the plantation will
be relocated.

In October, the brigade enployed multi-battalion operations and
smaller size operations down to platoon size embsh patrols. Copany
size patrol bases were placed to interdict VC troop movements and
supply routes. Continued battalion size search and destroy operations
were conducted inj and to the northeast of, the NICH=IN Plantation to
prevent its use as a VC/NVA haven. Bushmaster (company size patrolling)
operations were conducted in the area known as the cresent, 8 kilometers
northwest of DAU TIENO. Battalion size search and destroy operations
were conducted in and south of BEN CUI (T4"., and in the northern
portion of the Trapezoid,$ wiich extends 15 kilometers to the southeast
of DAU TI•iG. All operations were marked by extremely light contact,
Many deserted base camps, food and med:Lial caches were found 'and destroyed.
These search and destroy operatlons were conducted using a perfected
checkerboard technique (see Appendix 2). By deploying in this manner
unrestricted fire can be placed around the various elements within the
checkerboard to provide support, and to insure a detailed search of the
area.

Results of Operation DIAMOND HEAD to date are: Persornel losses -
159 VC KIA (BC)O 568 VC KIA (poss), 37 VC PWs, 383 detainees, 4 HOI
Oa"R. Material captured - 142 lbs of documert s, 79 individual weapons$
2 crew served weapons. Material and installations destroyed - 3448
bunkers, 452 military structures, 69 tunnels, 39 sampans, 826 artillery
mortar, M.-2s recoilless rifle rounds* mines and tombs. Additionally
2D,928 Snall Arms rounds and 123.7 tong of rioe were destroyed.

(d) NIG MiRUST and related operations of the 3dSquadron, .4th Cavalry. See Appendix 5.

b. Artillery Support. During the quarter Division Artillery
fired 144498 rounds -in support and 124j424 rounds for Harasment and
Interdiction (H&I) missions. Included in the totals were roundb firedin support of ARVN operations and/or ARVN outposts uwder attack,

Sc1
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a. 4ir pport, There were 2491? sorties during the quarter
n support of 1 361 missions with the following resultst 69 VC Klled

by Air Pbroe (Kg;) (BC), 478 VC KBAP (pow). In addition, 264 VC
structures, 2,373 bw*eru, 25 .ianams 37 turne.,Oe 1, *aches and three
bridges were destroyed. 1here were 47 secondary explo sone and 96
secondary fire@, There were five X-52 strikes in 36 sorties flown in
supnort of the Monsoon Ceipaign during the quarter.

d. Army Aviation. Ihere were 20,705 sorties. 2,252 combat
missions and 8,270' hours flowi, 40,,232 passengers and 818.1 tons of
car,, carried. hirty-four aircraft were hit by siemy fire on 19
separate occasions, Armed helicopters. expfteie 1,229l 00 rounds of
7,62 macLine gurn munition, 8', rounds of -O caliber machine gun
*munition, 5,195 rounds of 4a grenades and 5329 - 2.75 inch aerial
rickets in support of combat operations. Results of' Amy Aviation map-port were: 34 VC Killed by Army Aviation (KBA.) (DO)a 229 11C KBAA (posa),3 VC P1, 47 ismpens destroyed* 19 smpans daeaged, 17 VC structures destroy-
e1, 34 structures damaged end 2 oxcarts destroyed.

a. Intelligence.

(1) VC Activity.
(a) Generel: VC activity consistud .primarily of eafforts

to delay allied clearing opetations and incidents with the purpose of
countering the oVN elections.. No significant contact was mkade with, WVA
units during' the period. During the latter part of the reporting period
VC activty increased. These increased operations may be due to the
oVecated VC Xnter-oring nffensive. Guerrillas have found it increas-
ingly difficult to muster civilian support.

(b) VC Tactics.

1 VC activity in the HO B30 Woods attempted to
delay allied search and clear operations. The primary techniques used
were to employ mines and booby traps against the Rome Plow operations and
.snipers and booby traps against the searching elements, nleld CMe were
mortared frequently at night and occasionally during the day. Theas
attacks by fire were sipuifioant both in that they were against f ield
locations of down -to company •.ze units and that they occurred with such
frequency, sometimes three or four times a night. hits tactic was
started shortly after the HO BO operation wqs begun in mid Septeumber
and continued into the second week of October then it alacked off.

2 The election periods were marked by increased
terrorist activity by t.e VC. Numerous craters and several culverts
ajpeared along Highw'y#1 and 9A during the last few days preceding the
presidential elections. Three bridgis were blown during the early morn-
ing hours of 3 September and there were many incidents of PF and RP outposts
receiving harrasaing attacks by fire that night.

CON(CAe"+i'AL
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. There were two signifioat VC attacks betreen
the Vietnamese Froesi.dntial elections of 3 September and those of the
Lower House on 22 October.

& On 12 October at 0450 the 34th ARVN Rangers
received a ground attack while in a night position in the WOC MIANG area
(XT4416) *They received small armu automatic weapons hea machine gm,
RPG-2j, 57= RR and mortar fire from an estimated VC battalion tentatively
identified as the. 269th Battalion. Resultst 28 ARVN, 10 Vietnamese
laborers, and I US wounded in action; 3 ARVN and 2 Vietnamese laborers
killed in action; and 2 APOs were destroyed. VC losses are unknown.

b At 0345 on 16 October DUC HOA started receiv-
ing miall arms., automatic weapons, ahd mortar fire. Shortly afterward
BAO MAI reported receiving the same. The results were: 12 ARVV& 3 PF#
13 CIDG ,8 US and 3 PW wounded in action; 4 C1DG and 2 US killed in '
action; 9 civilians were wounded and 1 civilian was killed at DUC HOA.
At BAD TRAI 3 National Policemen and 4 PF were wounded in action. VC
losses are unknown. The siniificanoc of the action at BAO TRA.L is that
it occurred nearly staultaneously with the attack at DUO HOA and at the
outset appeared to be of the magnitude. This has the effect of diverting
full attention from the DUC HOA attack,

j Foblowing the Lower House elections the VC employed
a tactic of attacking numerous PF, RF and ARVN compounds in a particular
area on the same night. This had the effect of overloading the ira-
mediate reaction capability of the Vietnamese forces and made assistance
by the Allies very dif icult due to the limited channels for coordination
and control with the Vietnamese elements on the ground. This in some
cases resulted In air assets having to return to their base camps with-
out having an opportunity to expend their ordinance against the eneay
simply because there were not sufficient personnel on the ground or in
the area to direct them.

(2) Conclusions: It is felt that the VC have two motives
in mind when using these tactics. Number one, to prove to the p~opls
that they, the VC, and not the government still control the area. Sscond,
that activity of this type could prevent an allied offensive against
Main Pbrae units in War Zone "C" and other base ateas by forcing them
to secure the population and agricultural centers. Failing this they
use delaying tactics against operations in their base areas in order to
provide maximum time for units and s upplies to be withdrawn from the
area and to cause the most casualties to the allies.

f. Loistics.

(1) Class I Supply- (25th Supply and Transport Battalion)

(a) Status.

C o.%Ace tj+ ~L
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Stockage objoctive (days) - •-O + 5 10
DAU TNG - 10

Son Hand (days) DAU CHI -3 1nAU TISHG - 3

(b) Fresh fruits and vegetables were received from

Class I Issue Point SAIGON.

(c) Ice Crew:

± Cycle of issue - four tames per meek.

2 Gallons per week from SAGON - 1200

SGalons per week from CU I -83 2

SGallons per week from DAU TING - 523

(d) Average amount of ice issued daily:

j Potable -CU Oil - 118,491
DAU TIENG - 27,000

2 Non-potable - None

(2) QLass II & IV (25th Supply & Transport Battalion)

(a) Additions to ASL during quarter - CU CHI - 244
DAW TIMG - 153

(b) Total lines on ASL - CU CHI - 1300
DAU TEENG- .153

(3) Class III (25th Supply & Transport Battalion)
(Consumption Rates)

DAILY URM
(a) MOGAS (gals) CU OHI T660 1,624344

DAU TIENG 4j,55D 20,130

(b) Diesel (gals) CU CHI 18,710 1,724,031
DAU TIENG 5,000 217,A

(c) JTP/ (gals) CU CHI 26,550 2,-443,300,
DAU TIENG 8,400 359,300

W AVGAS (gals) CU OIl lo0a 173,150
DAU TIENG 700 32,955

Cc~jCeMc1e AL
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S(4) Services.(a) Contract Laundry OU CIM -• 625 bundles

(b) W3 bath unit:

STotal showers for quarter -9.009

3 Average nrmber of showers daily - 117

(e) Graves Registration:

4 Deceased US personnel processed during the.
quarter CU CUHI- 143; DAU TIEG- 27

-Deceased RVN personnel processed during the
quarter - 4

(d) Division water resupply - average daily - 308000 gals

(a) DUC HOA Helicopter Rea/Refluel Facility - 7his
battalion took over the operational control and manming responsibllitibs
for the helicopter rearm/refuel facility at DUC HOA on 15 October 1967.
Complete. rebuilAing and relocation of the refueling facility has'been
undertaken, along with the construction of personnel bunkers# berms for
bulk cla.. III and ammunition storage.

(5) Transportation':

(a) Mileage driven:

7 tal -CU CHI - 204,237
DAU TIIDG- 27,92e

2 Average Daily - CU CHI - 2,219.9

DAU UING 465

(b) Tbnnage Moved:

1 Tbtal- CUCHI - 7,603
DAU TZEEG 2,698

Average Daily- CU I - 86.6
DAU TIENG - 45

(c) Troops M#oved by Convoy:

•Co
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Co a t l~e Pkt- •
.1 %tal - 8,042

& Average Daily - 8427

W Toops moved by pass tz'udc:

.1 %ta - 4,9533
W

2 Average Daily - 54.2

(W) Operation Night Thrust (31 Aug - 31 Oct 67)

1. 'atal - 1,9"4

2 Average Daily - 62.7

(6) Maintenance.

(a) The following Jobs were completed by the 72th
Maintenance Battalion during the reporting period:

ITPM4 AUG OCT M____

%eel Vehicles 4O0 296 283 988
Track Vehicles 133 101 1/4 378
,.a.l Arms 768 1107 1057 2960
Artillery 183 189 156 528
Chemical 56 46 40 142
Refrigeration 1 32 2D 53
Engineer 268 246 320 853
signal 2516 2724 2612 7852
Fire Control 410 455 320 1185
Office Machine 190 173 189 552
Aircraft 203 201 212 616

(b) During this reporting period, the maintenance and
aspply mission of this battalion has been influend, by the folloodng
factors:

. Repair parts av&•.•Aabllty.

2 Geographical location (weather and terrain during
this period has proved lo be an .influential factor due to extensive
operationa in mud).

SLack of sufficient maintenance at the organ-
izational level.

(7) Medical Support.

The 25th Medical Battalion supported Division units

Co w~dw M..
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A)ith maedical service and supplies. Non-divislon units were ,sported

with medical supplies.

(a) Medi cal totals:
Patients seen - 9,167

j Disease - 7,347

b Non-battle injuries - 1.331

SIRA - 48%

2 Lab tests - 50387

Immunizations - 7,705

APrescriptions elld - 6,p682

(b) Dental patients seen - 6,590

1 Dental Examinations - 6,207

g Other (extractionsp etc.) - 283

(c) Supplv and Service

1 Line items issued - 5,154

2 Short tonnage total - 15.3

SMEDCAP line items issued - 2,250

S hort tonnage total - 7.23

SBulk phannacy items issued - 2,452

6 Prescriptions filled - N/A

SEyeglasses ordered (pairs) - 562

8 Maintenance %ork orders received - 156

a ork orders completed - 156

bb Work orders awaiting parts - 1

(8) Transportation Office.

(a) Highway continues to be the primary mode of
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transportation for the resupply of CU RIv, -TAY NINH and DAU TIRNG base
caps. Following is a breakout of regular resupply oonvoys operated in
the division areat

OU OMl - SAIN convoys,

&Total convoys - 190_b Number of convoys per day -2

STotal veicles - 8,505

d Number of vehicles involved in unit
distribution - 2.860

r i On 1 May Rte 1 between SAIWGON and CU CHI was

reclassified GRW. During the period I Auguat - 30 September 11,008
vehiales moved over the XSR individually in groups snaller than convoy
size-,

SConvoy from IODN/C C to TAY NINH.

a Tctal convoys - 177

b Number of convoys per day. - 2

C Total vehicles - 17,891

d Vehicles by unit

lo1t log Oud - 10,004

2 25th Div & atch units 6,109

• 4th Inf Div - 209

SPHILCAG -1,383

iDuring the r eporting period 1,487 vehicles
from the 25th Infantry Division moved over the !SR to TRANG BANG and
00 DAU HA in support of operations north of CU GMI.

STAY NIH- DAU TIM convoys

_a Ttal convoys - 158

b Number of convoys per day - 2

3 Total vehicles - 7,755

12
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(b) apecial airlift data for the quarter in as follow:

C-13 7 1 15 1,173 89S9006 GE 11 7 354,642
0-123 3' 1 71 3,919 02,904

C..7A 12 1 22 412 470300

S(a) Dur'ing October the (U CHI airfield was closed for
Strepair which caused units using airarit for retivorade moiremenlte to move

bF highwa.•.• Replaoements and R & R personnel were moved by bus and truck,
7he using of bus, and trucks allowad a oat aschedule to be established for

movement of personnel, 7•he on314 inconvenience encountered tr this method
was the personnel exposed to th9 elements,

(d) 7he volume of business in the Division Baggage
Section sharply increased this quarter due to an increase in the number
of personnel rotating to (]ONUS. 7h)e section served 1I,628 customers and
shipped 2#422 pieces of personnel baggagep weigting a total of 206#225
pound s.

(9) Ammunition Office (25th DISOOK)

(a) Stockage Objective!

SStatus at end of quarter -806

2- On hand - 1024

(b) issues.

PE'•OD AMOUNT (;DNSDAY)

16 July - 15 August 114,.63
16 August - 15 September 154.93
16 September - 15 October.. 183.50

W¢ Average for quarter (tons/day) 151.02

g. Administration.

(1) Personnel. During the past quarter the personnel posture
of the Division has been generally good. The assigned strength dropped
to approximately 100% of authorized strength during the quarter, but was
up to 105% of authorized strength by the and of the quarter, A shortage
of Infantry Captains has been a problem during the quarter. At the end
of the quarter the Division had a critical shortage (critical is defined

7of AI
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as anything less than 96% of authorized strength) of tuo infantry
Captains. There continues to be a shortage of Infantry NO1s.
Iftphasis on ma•dmiz1ng promotion opportunities has improved the
situation with Infantry E61s, but there is still a oritical short-
asge of 309 115's. Other MOS shortages that this headquarters pla•ces

in the critically short category are 31K, 353, 52A, 63, 91%, 93, I
26W, 43F, 710 and 3114. There was a serious shortage of Artillery
14OS's during the quarters but the situation improved somewhat by the
end of the quarter. 1here was a marked improvenent in the nmaber of
ILVN Interpreters available to the Division wi.th the number available
risingfrom 41 to 90 by the mnd of the quarter.

(2) Key Gains/Losses

(a) 2 Aug 67 - LTC Stanley P Converse assemed command
of 4th Battalion, 9th Infantry. 1

(b) 4•Aug 67 - LTC Henry B Murphy Jr. appointed G-4;
LTC Thomas 0. Harrold assumed command of 31 Battalioni 22d Infantry.

(c) 6 Aug 67 - 0G Fillmore K. 1earns assumed c6mand
of the 25th Infantry Division; MG John C. F. Tillson III departed.

(d) 8 Aug 67 - LTC Kenneth D. Cowan appointed Executive
Of fcer, 25th Division Suppor~t Commend.

(e) 10 Aug 67 - LTC Fremont B. Hodson appointed Executive
Officer, 2d Brigade, 25th Infantry Division; LTC Ted E. Gordinier appointed
Deputy Chief of Staff.

(f) 16 Aug 67 - LTC Glenn K. utis appointed G-I; LTC
Dennis V. Gentry Jr. departed.

(g) 16 Aug 67 - BG W&lliam T. Gleason (then 'Colonel)
appointed Assistant Division Commander.

(h) 1 Sep 67- LTC John Re 1hurman III assumed command
of 25th Irf antry Division Artillery; Col, David E. Ott departed.

(i) 2 Sep 67 - LTC Forney appointed Executive Officer#
25th Infantry Division Artillery; LTC John W, Vessey departed.

(,) 9 Sep 67 - Col Biwin H. Marks Jr. assumed oomand
f Ist Brigade, 25th Infantry Division; ol Dgniphan Carter departed.

(k) 15 Sep 67 - LTC Awbrey G. Norris assumed command
oz 2 Battalion, 22d Infantry; LTC Ralph W. Julian departed.

((1) 18 Sep 67 - LTC Walter E. Adwas assumed command

14
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K 2d Battalion. 27th Infantry; LTC Edwawd C. Peter departed.

WOn 19 Sep 67 - 2d Battalion., 34tý Armor assigned

to 25th Infantry Division with LTC Hal B. Rhyne oommanding.

(n) 1 Oct 67 - LTC ItLiam Mc~lain appointed Provost
Marshall; LTC Robert E. Strqmfors departed.

(o) 10 Oct 67 - LTC Carroll W. Smith Jr. assumed oom-
mand of the 25th Aviation Battalion; LTC V&1liam A. Bearden departed.

(p) 18 Oct 67 - col Donald D. Dunlop appointed Assistant
Division Commander,

(q) 20 Oct 67 - LTC John M. Henchman assumed dommand
of 4th Battalion, 9th Infantry; LTC Stanley P. Converse departed.

(r) 21 Oct 67 - LTC Fremont B. Hodson assumed command
of 1st Battalion, 5th Infantry; LTC Goodnow appointed ftecutive Officer
of 2d Brigade, 25th Infantry Division.

(3) The Division PX at CU CMi remained in opamtion during
the qcuarter. In addition the Division assumed responsibility for the
PX's at DAU TIENG and TAY NINH. 1he following quartorly statistical.
data is furnishedi

MfR SACE STORAGE SI-ACE

CU CHI 8,OOO Sq Ft 7,7MO Sq Ft $2,941,826.71

DAU TIENG 6,oo0 sq Ft 2,500 Sq Ft $665,588.85

TY NINH 5,000 Sq Ft 3,3)0 Sq Ft 625o,204.85
(in 5 GP medium tents)

(4) Strengths as of 31 Oct 67.

(a) Assiged Units OFF kD EN AG

AU~Th 1,042 135 15,o795 16,972
ASGD 1,100 148 16,541 17,789
PDY 1,O90 136 16,398 17,624

(b) Attached Units OFF 1& 34. AO,

AUTH 51 3 593 647
ASM 46 3 567 616
PDY 43 3. 551 597

15
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(5) loeb (1 Aus-31 Oct 67)

KHA 6 0 148 154
A 98 3 1.s1493 1.594

NM 3 0 39 312

(6) G•ins (I Aug - 31 Oct 67)

387 40 5,0s23 5,P45)

(7) Provost Marshall Activities:
(a) On 22 August 1967, the 2d Platoon, 25th MP

Company provided military police support to the I-t Brigade, 25th
Infantry Division in Operation WAIM3A. 7he platoon was responsible
for convoy escort of resupply and Air Force radar vehicles, recon-
nissance and clearing of Highway 8A, and internal security of the
MO0 and brigade headquarters. During the platoon reconnaissance*of
Highway 8A they were subject to sniper fire on several occasions.
7he platoon completed its last assignent of convoy escort and return-
ad to base camp on 2? August 1967.

(b) From 16 September 1967 to 26 October 1967 the
Ist Platoon, 25th HP Company was attached to the let Brigade, 25th
Infantry Division in support of Operation KUNIA. The s.latoon rep
sponsibilities included: (1) manning four listening posts outside
the perimeter, (2) manning tmo bunkers on the perimeter (3) provid-
ing security for the MC0 and brigade headquarters, and W4) providing
security for the road between TRUNG LAP and Highway #1 on order.
During the 41 day operation 20 PWs were processed. The platoon on
several occasions engaged VC with automatic and semi-automatic fire
in defense of the perimeter. On 24 October one squad was attached to
the 4th Bns, 9th Inf at their forward base camp until the end of the
reporting period.

(a) On 22 September 1967, the 25th HP Company
provided one NCO and eight enlisted men to mork with Vietnamese
National. Police (NP) and Vietnamese Military Police (QUAN CAN or
QC) in the operation of a Joint Police Patrol. This patrol is
divided into tmo teams of three vehicle mounted elements, One
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Np one NP, and one QO comprise an elemmt. These teams work through-
out HAU NGHIA Province in control of population and resources. Ths
team sets up a check point, stops and checks all vehicles and i-
viduals passing that locations and then moves to another location.
This operation will continue on an indefinite basis and another Joint
Police Patrol will be organized in TAY NINH Province.

h. Revolutionary Development Support.

(1) Three additional Revolutionary Development (RD) teams
became operational in TAY NINH Province bringing the total operating
there to twelve. Six teams, continded to operate in HAU NGHIA Province
and one in PHU HOA District of RINH DUONG Province. A total of nine-
teen teams are currently working throughout the division TADI. Overall#
the RD programs in the designated hamlets are behind the projected time
schedule. Various reasons exist for the time lag which include: non-
availability of supplies, improper training and motivation of RD team
members, and the initial forecasting of unrealistic goals. Adjustments
in the schedule for next year will take into consideration the time lag.
Several teams have completed the required projects and attained the
required level of development in the hwulets. These teams have moved
into the second semester location on schedule. The majority of the
-*ves were short in distance, usually to another hamlet in the same
village,

(2) Five Mobile Advisory Teams (KAT) became operational
during the last quarter. The MAT program is designed to bolster the
RF/PF units through US military assistance and provide increased
security to RD cadre. The teams were formed from divisional personnel
and equipment authorizations. The teams have been placed under the
control of the Senior Province Advisor for placement and use. One team
in TAY NINH is assuming the role of a district advisor. The present
team locations appear below:

TEAM L.OCA TION PROVINCE

Team A TAN PHU THJUNG (XT7020S4) HAU NCWA
Team B SITOI CAO (XT453289) TAY NINH
Team C CAO XA (XT126503) TAY NINH
Team D CHA LA (XT294P1) TAY NINHTeam E HIEP HOA (XT430071) HAU NCHIA

The team organizational structure is as foll o:

U.S. PERSNNEL RVI PMSONNEL

1 Officer 1 Officer
1 Light Weapons NWO (Inf) 1 Interpreter
1 Heavy Weapons NCO (Inf)
I Radio Operator
I Medic

17



(3) Changes in the h=let status,

The s OV Hmlet braluation Syutu (HES) oontinues to
be a valus~s tool for this headquarte, Definite progress is reflected
throughout tho TAOI on the monthly reports. ohe most graphic isprovanmts
have been in, HAU NWIIA Province. The primary reasons for the improvement
have been the emphasis through the GYN on National Priority "&es wA
the effective and extensive US military operations conducted in HAU
N(XIA Province during the Monsoon Campaign. Listed below is a break-down tV province of the changes in population and hemlet status for the

quarter as extracted from the HES (30 Ju-•e30 Septenber). The HES'is
received at the os'2est one month after rating has been completed. In
some *ases the tiM has bern in exoess of 4j months after the r eporting
period. Thi lessens the value of the report -4th the exception of
provi•ing general trends and changes. The HM can assist the tactical
commander by providing relatively acouate information concerning pop-
lation location and density. It can also provid6 information as the the
status of security developmont in atpedfic areas.

HAU NOIiIA JUNiE CA
Number Number

A 0 0 0 0 0 0
B 14 29,678 17 37, 831 +3+80153
C 42 59,468 37 52,289 -5 -7,179
D 11 15,890 24 28,903 +13 +13P013
B 2 1,227 7 6,o05+ ++/+4823

TOTL 150 1 152 188s972 +2 -7,494

TAY NINR JUNE
Number Number

te Lof Halets E of Hamlets, _

A 0 0 0 0 0 0
B 46 114,678 44 117s740 -2 +3,062

2 72 167,705 73 178,689 +1 +10,P984
D 2 1j,619 4 4467 +2 +2,84

B2700 0D -2 -70

'DTAL 141

lEl _DRUNG (":T TAM, PHU HOA DISTRICTS)

A 0 0, 0 0 0 0
B 3 7*,44 3 7,84 0 0
C 10 13*,733 9 15,705 -1 +1,972
D 4 3,022 8 6,310 +4 +3,288
E0 0 0 0 0 0

VC a- 2 8U 1 5 -2 -313
TOVTAL 44 464045 48, 609- 71+2,129
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i. Civic Action.

(1) The 25th Infantry Division has five AA Platoons from
the 2d Civil Affairs Iompany attached to conduct d.vic action in the.
Division TAOI., he five AA Platoons are further subattached to the majr
subordinate oommaedi kith the exception of ivAWrty. The 1st and 2d "
Wes and DISCOM have one platoon each, and the 3d Bde has two platoons,

(2) Statistical Smary:

Helping Hand Recipients - 37,965
MECAP Patients - 66,723
Health and Sanitation Projects - 87
Construction - 309

(3) BegLnning in September the division implemented the
scheduled Medical Civic Action J.IM1CAP) program. Advantages of the
scheduled REDCAP program incluJ• the tr-:'ning of Vietnamese medical
personnel, improvement of the MI*V-7 'ispensaries and hospitals, continued
treatment of patients until they a%-o cured, and improvement of the
image of Vietnamese medical personnel in the eyes of the Vietnamese
people. Although a definite patte,, was established there have bean
no VC incidents at any of the scheduled MEZCAPS.

(4) Through a joint effort by the GVN and US forces 300
refugees were zkoved from TRI TAM District to LAI THIm District,9 BINH
DUONG Province. The refuges relocation involved a total of 13 sorties
by -M-47 (hiinook) aircraft to transport about 300. VN refugees, their
animals and belongings. The refugees were provided sleeping mats, food
commodities and family refugee kits from Helping Hand.

(5) National elections for president, senate and the house
of representatives were held during this reporting period. The turn-out
for the election was extremely high averaging over 70% of the registered
voters going to the polls. There were relatively few VC incidents in the
TAOI. Although many people were intimidated by the VC prior to the
election, few stayed away from the polls and the VC threats proved
meaningless.

(6) During the past three months the remainder of the
Helping Hand items has been distributed with the exception of some
clothing and limited amounts of soap. The original quantity of 380
tons of Helping Hand items was distributed over a 22 month period from
January 1966 to October 1967 to some 25),OOO Vietnamese recipients.
Helping Hand will continue its operations, but it will be limited in
scope. Only those items that are available from CARE, Cathnlic Relief
Service (CaS) and salvage itens will be available from Helping Hand.
The entire Helping Hand concept was extremely worthwhile and has gone
a long way toward winning the "other war" in Viet Nam. The following
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is a sumary of Helping Handl issues during the quarter:j

Booko 625

Canned Floods 1001,385 lb.-
Family Refugee Kits I
Ind Refugee Kits 1
Midwife kits 4
Paint 162 gal
School kits 2s107
Sewing machines 2

Soap 19,745 bars
1hy 5,0000

2bothpaste 1j630 tubes
Toothbrushes 11,228

Pick Axes 10
Shovels
Tin 8 2J ton truck loads (salvage)
Cooking Oil 227 gal
Baby foods 170 jar~s
Flour (non-edible) 12,000O lbs
Liumber (s cr.ap) 342 21 ton trudc loads
friendsmahinekis 90
Insrioadhi kits 905
Tnxtileto kits 237
Textlevkisinsts 33
Tehyvsica dcton kits I45

Rice 32,525 lbs

(7) A numerical siimary of civic action construction/repair
projects over the quarter is listed below:

(a) Bridges
(b) Church es/Tanples/P-agodas
(c) Culverts 17
(d) Dispensaries 9
(e) Du~elling 941 (f amilies)
Mf Fences 1405 meters

( Hospitals 16
( Leveling/Grading 20 meters

(i~ Irrigation Systens
(j Market places

(k Playgrounds 32

( 1) Rod 119.8 Ian.
(i) Schools/Classfooms 37
Wn Publi c Shovers 2
(o) Public Toilets 11
(p) wells I1I
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e() RF/PF Assistance. 'RP/PF assistance has continued
throughout the, TAOI. More emphasis has been placed on self-help
projects by the RF/PF and this has met with excellent results. Tons
of salvage lumber from Helping Hand has been Sivea to RF/PF in the
TAOI And has enabled them to build homes-and furnishings for their
homes. Additional construction material to include cement# tin,
cement blocks, tile, sand and gravel has been provided for RF/PF
housing projects in the TAOI.

(9) Friend'ship Council and Community Relations Meetings
have proven to be an effective medium to resolve problems that ariso
between the Vietnamese peopib aid the US forces in CU CHI, DAU TIENG
and TAY TINH base camp areas. These meetings have been credited -ith
maintaining a haximonious relationship between the Vietnamese people and
US troops.

(10)' The Monsoon Campaign was in effect for the entire

reporting period. Most units conducted CA in their previously assignedareas. The Iat Bie did not continue CA efforts in the BAO DON area of

KHIE4 HAN1 District TAY NINH Province because of a tactical mission in
the BOI 1ID and HO R) Woods. The. ist Brigade has since diverted this
effort into the TAN HOA area in PHU HOA District. The Monsoon Campaign
has established new highs in CA activity for the division. Since the
Monsoon Campaign began there has been a general increase in CA activity.
Most units have been located in heavily populated areas and have remained
there for a considerable length of time, thus enabling the units to
establish worthwhile CA programs and to contribute to the overall RD
effort of the OVN.

J. Psychological Operations (PSYOPS).

(1) PSYOP activities were in support of operations conduct-
ed in T&iY NINH and HAU NGHIA Provinces and TRI TAM and PHU HOA Districts
and the Iron Triangle area of BINH DUONG Province. The number of ldaflets
dropped and hours of loudspeaker broadcasting continues to increase. The
number of HOI C1ANT received has begun to decrease. This is due to fewer
small scale saturation operations within the TADI. Based on past year's
CHIEU HOI figuros, this is the slowest season for HOI CHANH. The CHIEU
HOI Offensive was designed to increase the returnee rate, but did not
appear to have a significant effect on the number of returnees received.

(2) A total of 37,489.053 leaflets were airdropped and hand
disseminated by the 25th Inf Div. There were 115,797OOO leaflets air-
dropped in the TAOI by C47 (excluding 25th Div drops), in support of the
CFIZJ HOI Offensive. Sixty nine leaflets were originated by G5 PSYOPS
and produced by the 246th PSYOP Co to exploit PSIOP opportunities.

(3) Loudspeaker broadcasts during the quarter totalled
312 hours. Increased use was made of the UHID loudspeaker set and
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more emphasis is placed on invreased use of 'U1Os for loudspeaker
broadcasts and lees emphasis on leaflet drops. -1

(4) FSTOPS during the quarter was in support of the
following division operations:

a) operation DIAMOND HEAD
biOperation B&MA NG SANDS0ýOperation KOIEKOLZ

d operatiowun 
k .ME

a CHIEU HOI Offensive (DOI M0I)

(5) ' One ARVN PS!WA "teem fram the 30 PolRtical Warfa R
(POLWAR) Battalion was placed in direct support of the 25th Inf Div on2 October 1967. Ibis team was usead by the 2d Brigade. During operations

with the Isat Ihs, 27th Inf on 4 Oct 67 the team had one man kil~led by a

mine and another injured by a sniper. the team was recaUled, per direct-
ion of the 00, 30th POLWAlt*Eh on 5 Oct 67 and reaqsigned in support of

5ti th ARVn Divp DUG HOAa l

(6) One HEnteam (Audioo Visual) frT m the 2beth PSY3P Go
was placed in support of oth h Wi iv on 5p Sep 6t7 7he mission ofthis team is to conduct audio visual. PSIOPS, ros loudspeaker broad-
casts and hand disseminate leaflets, Due to &,aShota&,e of equipment
this team does notp presentlys have a loudspeaker, capability, Mhe
necessary equipment is due-on 5 Noy 67. 7he team has been used during
MEDCAPS and in support of other civic action projects to show movies
and disseminate leaflets.

(7) The 25th Inf Div participated in the Month Long CUM
HOI Offensive, 25 Sep 67 - 22 Oct 67.

(8) Authorization has been received. from IlFFORCEV to
requisition PSY)P equipment (polaroid cameras and tape recorders) as
mission essential equipment. This is based on the fact that this
equipment is necessary for the conduct of successful psychological
operations.

k. Medical.

(1) Personnel.

(a) The Division is up to strength in all AMENS of-
ficers extept for the Aviation Medical Officer and one Medical (ofpany
Comamander. Aviation Kedicil Officers are in denand Viet Nam Vrde.

(b) The Division Surgeon's Office is up to full strength
in enlisted strength and has the attachment of one preventive medicine
specialist. A Veterinarian and two enlisted veterinarian specialists are
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attached to Headquarter. and Headquarters Company, 25th Infantry
Division, They perform their duties under the Cuiera2 supV1rtaiL
of the Division Surgeon. - The Veterinarian anid his staff provid*

immunization service for pets of the Division, inspect moat and. food.
supplies, perform Veterinary Civic Action Program (VETCAP) missionsp
and other various duties dictated by operations within the area.

(2) Equipment. In acoordance with USARV Message 64171,9
Subject: Medical Service (U), dated 29 September 1967, Division level
ground ambulm•ces and associated personnel spaces will be reduced fifty

(3) Tpaining. :heee has bean no formal training program

during this quarter. Forecast for next quarter is a one week program

in Field Sanitation Team training. Unit surgeons are encouraged to
continuoualy upgrade the training and knowledge of medical enlisted

S~ personnel.

1. Signal. See separate ORLL from 125th Signal Battalion,

attached as Appendix 3.

STraining.

(i) During the period of August, September and October 1967
the following number of personnel attended the division schools listed
below:

Small Arms Inspection - 43 Mess Management - 54
Generator Operator - 130 Mines md Booby Traps - 4,867
Projectionist - 15 Tunnel Destruction - 27
Explosives and Demolitions - 536 CRYPT - 29
Forward Observer Procedures - 23 Military Justice - 10
Radar Set, AN/7PS-33 - 18 TSEc/Y-7 - 23
TSEC/KY-8 - 109

(2) Instruction was also given at non-dlivisional schools
during the reporting period to the following personnel:

COURSE INSZaUC'OR N_.IiBR ATTEDED

Airframe Maintenance
UHIC, UH•D 34th Gen Spt Gp 9

Anti-Mine Operations Seminar Army Concept Team in Vietnam 5

USARV

Avionics/communications Supply 34th Gen Spt Sp 4

Eiffel Bridge Classification
and Repair 554th 1hgr Bn 2
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Gable %Aiding 40th Signal Ph~

Jungle hviromental Survival Fpleet Airborne eaefrtonio
Training Unit Pacific (Philipl ine.)

PIL 1anagent 29th otn 9pt Op

Reoondo USARV 26

Recordalk Microtilxx Reader 246th 9pt & Svos Eh

'bine ghgine Maintenance 34th Gen Spt OG 3
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2. (C) Ceianders Observations and RecomendaTionr.

a, Obsereations (Lessons Learned)

(1) Personnel.

ITEM: Personnel Packets.

DISCUSSIONS When a packet is formed to be sent to an udaiting unit it
would •dite matters greatly if the receiving unit kew the make-up
of the packet by grade and MOS prior to Its arrival.

OBSERVATION: A liaison officer should be sent ahead of the psoket with
a roster to coordinate With the receiving unit.

IT•MT Preventive Medicine Specialists are reouired in the Office of the
Diision Surgeon.

DISCUSSION: In RVN1, there is a gr6ater recuirement for sanitAtion in-
spections, surveys, and counseling. The workloid is often too much for
the preventive medicine officer to handle alone. The surgeon's office
has been fortunate in that at one time it had two Preventive Medidine
Specialists and at present has one.. These men have done an outstanding
Job of insuring the sanitation and health of the troops.

OBSERVATION: Preventive Medicine Specialists are an outstanding source
of help in the overall sanitation of the Division. "They should sugfthet
each division sized unit in areas of necessity; i.e., South Vietnam.

IT3: The Chief Medical Non-Cozmdasioned Officer would be better ee~uiped
to perform his duties if he were a Sergeant Major.

DISCUSSION: This NCO has to coordinate with senior NCOs of other Sme-
cial And General Staff. These senior NCOs are normally Sergeqnts Mjor
(E-9)., In order to fully perform his duties in coordination with these
other staff sections, lower$ higher, and adjacent units and head-mrters,
the rank of Sergeant Major is highly desirable and necessary.

OBSERVATION: A more efficient and smoother functi6ning office will re-
sult from the upgrading of this vital NCO position.

(2) Operations.

ITZEt Night helicopter operations using radar assistance.

DISCUSSION: During recent night airmobile 6perations radar assistance
from Paris control at TAN SON NHUT was used. A normal operation would
require a flare aircraft, one c6nmand and control (C&C) aircraft and
five UH-IB helicopters (Slicks), The flare ship takes-off, orbits CU
CHI and establishes contact with Paris. When all aircraft are in po-
sition ready for take off the flare aircraft departs CU CHI on a rxdar
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vector. To mnutes later the eW aircraft departs CU CHI and the five
WH-1B helAopters (Slicks) maintain a one =Lnute interval on the COC
aircraft. The flare aircraft Is vectored to an Initial point and turn-
ed inbound to the :Mare drop point over the IZ following the lights of
the flare aircraft.

*on ~the flare in igit~doverthe LZ the O&Cshould b in a do-'
scent two (2) vinýtes behind. The O&O aireraft accelertes, ukesvi-
Uil identficatio of' the Lt mid srk, the desired point of touchdown
for the lead ship.

OR&VATMONs Due to the heavy air traffic using Paris Wadr prior o6-ordination and &'s8pecial freouency ar highly desirabls.for•~tv

radar identifieation the flare aircraft must be eouipped with an APX-
lA transponder. The first flare ii releaeed over the drop point as ai-
rooted by Paris Rada., -The flare ship should imiediately verify his
position, locate the =, and position the aircraft.for additional flores
as required.

The 0&C aircraft, verifies the LZ as soon as possible after flare
illumination and makes a low level peas to mwri the LZ. Themite or
incendiary grenades are very effective for merking the LZ. One disad-
vantage is the short burning time (30 - 45 seowndi) of these grenades.
This makes it necessary to wrk the LZ with moke. When the iften-
diary- grenade burns out the flight leader should be'near the LZ And
able to see the smoke under the light of the flares.

If a steep formation turn is reeuired to mioid hostile areas it

should be accomplished under flare ifluidnation.

ITEK: Night heliborne operation without illurinotion.

DISCUSSION: Company A, 25th Aviation Battalion conducted a night.
operation, insertirA troops into three LZ8, without the aid nf rt4i-
ficial illu3ination. Due to the nature 6f the zdssion the pround force
couander .'vmuc. -. no flares be dropped. The vission was secomplished
in thrs AMft., e.ch -lift going into one false 1Z bteore or %fter drepo
ping the troops in the actual LZ1

OSýVA TION: On a dimly lighted night terrain detail con.be seen at
altituded above ';) feet. however, Iks the flight descends toward theLZ terrain ft•o become invisible, A conmnd and control aircraft"orbiting -the IZ. in effective in talking the flight leader into the L%

It is necessary for the C&C aircraft to furnish altitudes and hepdirzg
since the flight leader is unable to determine the distance to the 1U.

The flight leader should turn on his search light as he descends
below 200 feet. Other aircraft in the flight turn on their landing
lights at this point. These lights sh6uld be set at the proper angle
while on the ground prior to deperture,

IT90 Might. Operation (VIKING STRIKE).
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,23 DI8CUSSION! This type operation hoe proven suoooeafl on its Initial
misalon* The concept of using a mediu range night obseertion deioe
mounted on a UH-D helicopter was developed by members of the 8-3
office of the let Bde. The hevice is mounted beside the door junoer
and is used parimarily to search stream and trail networks. UOwn 3ebt-
ing the targetp the door guamner my aen age or the sunuorting lift ship
with a fire team can attack the target.

1TiO Continued used of this concept along the S4IOON Rive .

w ddeny the V free access to. fast traenportation by main wasteawwV9

=s•: Improved Tunnel Destruction Methods.

DIAMON, The accepted method of tunnel destruction with arplouives
can be improved upon through a nevly developed hydraulic process imple-
mented by the 2d Bnr, 14th Infantry,

OBSERVATION: Complete tunnel destruction can be accomplished by pmip-
ing water into all levels of the tunnel and allowing the. wtqrp to
stand for an extended period of time. Once the subterrain strudtures
have softened, artillery and airetrikes can neutralize the area. Im.
plementation of this method can only be accomplished when a souree of
water is readily available .

IT..: Reduction of Mortar Attacks.

DISCUSSION, Mortar attacks on battalion and company pptrol bases by
small tea=m of VC with '60 and 82n mortars occur when units faij to
patrol aggressively.

OBSRVATION: Local patrolling around base positions is not adenuate
to. prevent mortar attacks. Aerial and map studies must be mnde of
surrounding areas to determine possible mortar positions .within effeo-
tive range. Ambushing these areas will reduce irtar attacks,

ITE(: Stay Behind Ambush Patrol.

DISCUSSION: The most effective method of asnbud in thw HO BO WOODS
has proven to be the stay behind ambush ptroTll, The VC will mo•e
into an area recently vacated by US forces to police up any ewio, .food,
et,o. discarded,

OBSEVATION: Units should train and use stay behind ambush patrols.

ITEM: Types of clearing operation in dense foliage.

DISCUSSION: Standard sweeps in dense foliage are very costly in cas-
ualties. Due to noise inherent in movement, VC sniper teams Are able
to obtain a fix on units direction of movement.

OBSERVATION. Sweep patterns should be varied dily to vrevent Pmbush
by VC forces and to provide det-ailed S&D of areas.
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= I Small Unit Night Airmebile Operation (TCRnaDO).

DrSngIONt The need for @ma units to be Wa~erted by airmobile assets
has developed the theory of TORNADO operatiquns.

h TON1 During the conduct oftduW Insertions of combat pptrolu
tat are characteristic of TORNNDOB actual touch downs should be medo
on all LZe both fak6 and real. Aircraft should keep landinp light onfor mWriiim periods. Each uircreft comiander should hAve son& means to
Indicate to patrol members when the aircraft Is on the round.

L=* Useof sharpened bamboo stikes or metal reds fru lOn 10w bom m
an probes during & D operations,.

D M I* recent S & D operetj&j,, nrerqus VC weavons 014 tool
caches are located just inches under the surface of the ground. Booeoss-of the excellent use of comouf-agil, iny of theme opohee shre overlooked*

OBSEVATILN: By using these *.bes, caches are easily located due to
their proodmity to the aurface,
ITD(: When probing hedg rows for booby traps, use grappling hooks,

DISCUSSION: By using a gpo~xt hbok., a soldier can be out of the
effective -range of most booby traps$ end in a'bovered position, should
such a booby trap be discovered and detonated.

Ot Ropes. grappling hooks, or fibld ocpedieato simil•r• to
these item,- should always be used when penetrating a suspected booby-
trapped area.

ITEM: Tunnels with Covere.

.DISCUSIONt When a tunmel is diucovered 'with a wooden or cement cover,
insure the tunnel or hole is covered'by smell arm fire or =renpde be-
fore the cover is comletely removed.
OBSVATIOft There my be a VC Inside just waitirg for the lid to be
removed.

ITX Friendly Casualties from Air Strikes.

DISCUSSION, All personnel within 2,000 meters of an siretrike should
take .cover and wear steel helmets for the duration of the strike.

ATION: Shrapnel, frem exploding bombs can hit friendly persornel
2 meters from the site of the airetrikes In addition, the possibil-
ity of erratic rounds mant be taken into account,.

ITEM: CJaymor, Mines.
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DLSMSONI Saticelectricity from sources rangifig from redihe to
thunerstrm my detonate blasting caps wsed to set off cla~voore mines,

-%FVA:M N: Blasting caps should be oaa'ried aspeputely from the mines
thmiselve$0L Care must be takan# hweaverj, to insuro the sapp are well
ee6ured-Oth mine in inoperable without the blAoting casp,

LTZ~ Storing of anuurition and enu5.pmsnt in the field.

DISCUSSIONt Recently,, a bag containing Claymore Mines, trip fiaeree and
amdunition was stored in one bag located near the 6omnay ocowmnd pout
while the company was out an operation' for'the day.

OBSERVATIOK: All highly acplosive ammuition, weapons or demolition
should be kept separated by type to prevent: Detonation by oft, type of
exposive by another type# such as 6 claliware by ýa trip floale or secon-~
dary explosions and increased casualtija.

ITEM: Troop Dispersion.

DISCUSSION: Rlecently,, six persons were ifijured by thd explosion'of P.
single hand grenade located in a. hedgerow, AUl the men had buncheO'to-
gother waiting for the first to break~ through the hedgerow. Thp~e were
'wou~nded seriously,, and the others wounded enough to be evacuated.

OBSERVATION: Troops Dint be remirided of thb need to nvmintAin dispersion
when crossing areas which canalize moverbent. Such supervision aw~t be a
continual process whenever in the field.

ITEM: Radar Positions,

DISCUSSION: Radar sets located in isolated positions Are endpngered -by
close-n probes by Viet Cong.

-OBSERVATION: Radar positions should be protected by-at lesiat two men of
the unit to whhm'they are 'attachedj, with 'the additional trotection of
Claymo~re mines, grenades and trip flares.* The radar-position should be
incorporated into a regular line position.

ITEM: Night Bags and t Bags.

DISCUSSION: Night Bags and B Bags are brought in with the evening reaul,-
.Ply* Theq'contain: Air mattresses, ponche,linere and ponchos used for'
sheltering, Two squads put their ecuipment in a well wriked duffle bog,
Only 50% of a squad's equipment is included as 50% will be awake at all.

timab, 'The company's duffle bags are then sling loaded for artraction.

OBSEVATION, The troops are not loaded down with heavy unmecessart e'uivD-
mentp which enables them to perform their mission more effectively,.

ITEM: Employment of Sep. rate. Co6mpany Routes of- Travel,
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DQ~j%0Ns y giving, each company a separtate zout. of twrvel An search
aporationsp a greater ares of the AO can be oevored. The

eoenwW plzt two or' three platoons on Uane with sIuads ebresaet The oem.
pany travel@ along the assigned route and clever leafs ion telyovemF 300 .matroxo They find it takes a little longer to trave thyouof

junglo in this formaeion, but the area covered is w•ll warth this tim.

=t M,-72 LAW.
DC SS t The LAW has replaced the 90= RR because of the 9Ote Wh.

2M MO3 s The LAW's can be carried because of the light Wight of

the weapon* It greatly increases the fire power' of the element.

Mt ELphasis on Greater Security for LZ.
DISCUSSIOji Many units in the field are not placing enouph eowhasis on

warning elements around lending sonee,

OBSERVATION: When resupply .in the field in aceduplished by helioorter
it is necessary to insure that the LZ is secure, This is especially
true whe *VC/'WNA forces ore known to be operatinr In the ares. T4ewr
forces have been known to close within fifteen (15) meters of An V, and
effect damaging fire ai aircraft and personnel. As a preventive masure
against such action, listening posts mast be established far enouph for-
ward of the main position to serve as early warning against the advance
of hostile forces. H&I artillery fires may'be used to assure that the
VC/N7A fWr'ees are not infiltrating the area.

ITEM: Use of 8lm Mortars in Wet Areas.

D~§I0CSINt Topograptdcal condition6 in vet areas hazner the. Apbility
a;d effectiveness of the 81mo rtar.

OBSERVATION: When placing the 81e mortar in arees where thq gr•u•d I
wet and soft, the base plate will have a tendence to shift of sink. This
will cause continuous deviations from settings an the weapon. Tos, oe-
viate this problem, dig a hole, and pla6e sandbags filled with the driest
dirt possible on the bottom of the hole. If engineer itakes are avail-
able, place them flat 6n the ground undert the sandbags, The mere layers.
of sandbags the better. Due to poor trafficability in wet areas of op-
eration* alam mortar should be flown into position as ouposed to csrrvinr
it manualy.

L : Probing the sides of abandoned Ene Foxholes.

DISCUSSIONt Many units fail to make in extensive see•.ch of abandoied
enemy foxholes and prone emplacements.

OBSERVATION: Prqbing the sides-of Viet Cong foxholes has vielded false
walls. Partitions made of wood, covered with reeds and Md have been
used to conceal caches of weapons, summunitione, documents,, nd even on-
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trances to turnel Anplues." A specific incident of thins ature occured
when an element of D CompenY 3d Bn, 22d Inf ws conducting Searoh' and
destroy operations in AO ?aLLR, BINH DUONO Province, north of the VICWC-
LIN Plantations Erosion 'around the edge of the foxhole revealed s small'
portion of wood plank.ng. FPrther examination tftlded a eaohi contsining
15000 - 20000 rounds of mixed .0 ctliber and 7.62 esuni~ti6n. Also
fifty-five (55) rolls of oom~ubicstion wire were discovered. The oill
ex&alated to construct the cache was piled a short dieteace from the Tcz-
hole. The dirt however, had been piled in such a mnner, that it gave
the impression of an ant hills

ITM: Proper Security for Tank Sectionse

DISCUSSIONt During this reporting period, Co C,* 2d Bn, 34th Afmor, was
given the aission of securing biidgee during hours of drkneeu."- To tanks
were used to secure each bridge. It was found that the onrv way to pro-
perly secure the bridge and to insure that the VC did not use depressions
or other dead space areas to approach the bridge was to use crew members
as outposts. This necessitated all eight members of the crews rem%'inihF
awake at all tifes which greatly impeded their capabilities for the naet
day operations. Di~mounting all crew members greatlv teducee the cape-
bilities of the tank. If tanks are used in this manner, .0 minium'ofone Infantry Squad should be attached to allow for proper security. !x-
teneive use of trip flares and other early warning deviceb should be
planned for proper security of both the tanks and bridges.

OBSERVATION: Infantry troops and early'warning devices should supple-
ment tanks used for security of bridges.

ITEM: Benefits'gained by the use of M-79 Grenade Launcher in Tank Com-
pany Operations,

DISCUSSION: Tank Companies use the M-79 Grenade Launcher in the fellow-
ing ways:

1. When operating in dense Jungle or built up areas, it is often
necesiary to make reconnaissance by fire at raftges between 75to 200 0me-
ters. During operations with friendly troops, cannister rounds..o. the'

tank machine gun cannot be used without denger to the pround troops. An
M-79 fired by the loader or tank comnander, greatly enhances the caps-
bilities of reconnaissance by fire with a minimm danger to friendly per-
sonnel.

2. The VC have made'extensive ,ue of trenches or berms which Aive
them cover against the tank's weapons. The tank would not be Pble to
use its direct fire weapons until it was within twenty to thirty varde
from the ditch. At this range it was difficult to get the full benefits
of the weapons. An M-79 fired by the loader would give the tank thi capa-
bility of clearing a ditch or berm without unduly exposing the tank.

3. The M-79 is very beneficial for supplementing the H&I fires.from
a night defensive position, Many lager positions are found to have de-
pressions surrounding them which could be used as an access route to the
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lu~ger position. This dead space bould very easily be covered by the W*
79. Artillery would also be planned for the larger' depression~s 1iiW the
No-79 would k;Lve the tank oouparW the capability of rajdd reaction to orzr
eventuality,

OB§ "A N: -79 Orenade Launcher dan be effectively used by tank caoi-

j:E~ Actions tak:n by tanks when vorkng vith Mecamnizmed Infantry.

DISCVATION: When rhovl rcetnstaeing through thick vegeainA~ sol-odtet

DiScUSon:ac Allh pltoonmembtertns should bealetho ogl erseidl in eeper i
drec+ove' operauosua condfigudatioediens over effoart2 lton reovern thve-

hicleION wihohrPlhnveils shouldbeme proceed calstrvling thrug thic oets

ITEMbee recoveredto several7 tieeatinn.

OBSERVATION: Atted~t to recover stuck vehicles should be =ado first by
-the unit'concerned.

ITEM: Clearing -of Boobytraps.

DISCUSSION: Wlhen operating with Infantry units a*tark crew member should
not dismount his tank unless absolutely necoessary. The to&~, once a ce
member dismounts,, loses a certain amsount of Its efficiency. The Ihfmntr7
who are alreadi'on the ground should be. used to clear the ares. and to dis-
am booby traps. The tank, is then fully manned having tbe CAp~ability of
providing a: great deal ofý cover for the Infantry' in cases such as this.

OBSWVATION:t In Tank -Infentrk' operations., dismounted infa-ntry should
clear or disarm all booby traps.

ITEM: Deploying Forces without the proper develepunt of a situAtion,

DISCUSSION: While some enemy base camps are completely deserted,. many
of them have small caretaker panits tsnging from 3 to 20 min dependit* ofr
course ou the size of the base camp. Normelly these are. not elite troopl,
but they do have a thorough knowledge 'of that particulAr ares and do have
the capabilitiei of infl3icting casualties býy detonating pr*4.rianged ina
.and booby traps, In addition, they have humerous tunnels and. easape
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moutes *hich usa gllow them to escape after tn4 'hsý- inflicted OPe-
ualtiess

g IV , t Air Strikes# Artiller7, or organic weapons such as the LAW, i
the N-79 and the maehinegun'should be brmu#K to bear onothe camp before
troops are allowed to enter. If these actions-are taken, there is e
good possibility that many of the eneW mines. end boobt traps will .ith• r
be detonated or rendered ineffective by friendly fires. In addition, Pny

enezI personnel in the base camp may be Wilied, or wunded or forced tb
leave the vicinity before troops enter, .resulting in a reduction in ase-
ualties.

I ONS Anti..PG Defense.
DISCUSSIONs At TRUNG LAP on 17 September 1967, "RPG rounds used in in-

direct fire damaged bunkers and a M109 howitzer. The RPG warhead Is a
shaped charge and cavsed Gd6nuive damge only when the round ispacts and
detonates against the target.

OBSýVATION: If the RPG round could be detonated on some object of little
value before'hitting the intended target, the damage to the target would-
be minimized, A single sandbag wall around an installation would suffice
or as in the case of one unit, chain linked fencing was placed around the
M!09 howitzer and FDC to establish this additional protection.

ITEM: External loads for airmobile operations.

DISCUSSION: Time is critical in all eairmobile operations. An art~iller
unit can save a considerable amount of tiim by externally loading as uzh
of its equipment and cargo as possible.

OBSMVATION. By using A-22 bags, cargo nets and sling rimed trailers,
a majority'of the equipment and supplies of an artillery cpn be loadedexternlly.

ITEM: Use of separate personnel sorties on airembilo operations.

DISCUSSION: A great amount of time can be saved during airmobile opbr-
rations if all gun crews can be l1fted in separate personnel sorties.
This alleviates'the necessity of landing each howitzer section, sortie, to
unload the crew. However, the time saved has to be .erefully weiphted
against the fisk of operational loss if oneeor more of the 'ersonrel. sor-
ties is lost. On Mhort moves over a relatively secure area, the danger
of loss is minimal.

OBSERVATION: When the tactical situation pernits o considereble amunt
of time can be saved during &z afrmebile operations, if x Mi.jority- of the
personnel of the unit are moved by consolidated personnel sorties,

ITEM: Adjustment of close-in defensive fires.

DISCUSSION: Accuracy and safety are of the utmost importance when edjus-
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tin, close-i~n defensive fires,

Qj4.gN- 'When selecting the adjusting piece far clse'4n defensive
j eetthe hpwitei nearest the friendly element. In thinu way

ex he battery is fiie94 all rounds will tend to impact eon the sofe side
of'the adjusting piece,

ITE: Reduction of Casualtie.a

DISCUSSION: Many cavus4ties, are caused from isortar spnd RPG attacks.
Theo~tackcs usually occur from the hours of early evening throuph lateI
morning, Pioteictive vests and steel helmets are issued to anl individ-
uuis,# also all units construct personnel' shelters in all positionorp

OSAT1ON~s Although it cannot be predicted when mortar end RPG'attacks

will occur,' the otposure of person~nel to those attacks are *dvoersev r0__
duc~ed.if. they are reaufred to. be -in their prvotctive shelters or be re-,
quiredto 'wbar their protective veost. and steel helmots during the, hours
of. daioe

J~ Fire Support P~atrol Bases.

DISCUSSION.- Due to the lack of firm ground during the monsoon seasont in
7o3-w areas, it is extremel3y difficult to construct howitzer firing pow
uition in fire support patrol. bases.

OBSERVATION*. In constructing a firing position flor a howitzer in vet
terrain,'-a tectengular stand of sand baps covered with Pierced Steel;
Plenldng .(PSP) will provide a solid platform in .& niniimm amount of. timos

UI1EW Mobile Fire Direction Center CFDC).

DISCUSSION:. D~dAi'ng tedisplacement of any artillery hiadrouertsrs,, it'is"
ncessart* to imiintain, communications -with lewer,, higher .and adjAoonti head-

quarters. Also up~oh-arz~val, in a now pokitionp it. is necessary to se-
tablish coimitmications immediately and place the FVC in operation as soon
as nossible.

OBSERVATIOi A compact FDC -for both a battalion or battery can be built
ino &3/4 _ton truck and trailer., By Oudicious selection of er'uipkant .7
and careful. loading, this installation is available for rild or airmobile
movement and can be emplaoed with minimam time Pnd effort.

ITEM: Preplanned Artillery and Air Strike Coordination,

DISCUSSION: The simultanieoub 'employment of artillery and air strikes re-
quires: detailed coordination. A simple., effective tool. for preplba*nd.
employment is an AmR/ARTY Coordination Line,, more .often then not .a li1b!
indepeindeznt. or normal Fire, Coordination Lines (FCIL). - All comin nd.
FACs and FDCs are made aware of one or more well defined terrain festureo *

which are identified in the operation order asAIR/A I'Ctoordinpition Lines.
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Tne line(s) is used to'check fire art~l3.'ry during air strikes in. apew-cifled area - aircraft pilots are instrmted and controlled by the Bri-
gad* PAC to restrict their flight pattern so as not -to fly beynd the'
designated coordination line during a strikel hence, ertl *11 Tis pex•-
mitted to continue firing in all but a s-l1 portion of the AO.

OBSDVATION: A procedure is necessary whereby erti~llry end siretrikes
can be conducted'simltaneoualy - AIR/ARTY Coordination Line is one
effective methodo

Mt Artillery and Army Aviation Coordination.

DISCJSSION: While suporting large scale combat assaults with multiplelifts and/or maItiple LZe extremely detailed coordiretion Is reruired be-

tween the artillery battalion and the Air Mobile Commander, in order tot

1. Insure that all rounds Mve impcted on the LZ before the first
5 aircraft come in and that the pilot of the load aircraft knows this.

S2. Have a mininv time gap between the 6rid of the artillery pro-
potation and the first helicopter touch down.

3. To accomplish this, the artillery battalion has had in its FDO

an aviation battalion LNO on two operations, 6ouipped with rpdie In oreer
to speak directly to the Air Mobile Counnder. It has wotked perfectly
and hasmaided immensely in eliminating a critical problem.

OBSERVATION. On any large scale airmbile operption an Army Aviator
from the supporting unit should be present at the direct sup•ort artil-
lery FDC6

ITEM: Check Fires.

DISCUSSION: For a long while, indiscriminate'imposition of check firbe
drastically affected combat operations by halting all aftillery/mortar
fires throughout large areas of operations *hen actually only a small
portion of it required free aircraft access. let Brigade and 7th Bet-
talion* llth Artillery now use a policy whereby an aircraft entering
its AO reauests a chedk fire - the senior ground c6•under then decides
which support he needs most, artillery or aviation, and approves or dis-
approves the request.

OBSERVATION: When an eircraft enters an AO and reauests a check fire,
the artillery headquarters should offer the reouest to the ground comoin-
der's headquarters for the decision.

ITEM: Jungle Clearing with Demolition.

DISCUSSIONs During the last three months the 65th Engineer Battalion
has been heavily'comnd.ted to clearing dense ,jung:le nd hedgerows in in-
accessible areas. -Most of the work has been accomplished by the massive
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use of demolitione, primarily the bangelore torpedo. These -clearing .
operations took place in widely scattered areps within the 25th Infitntr"
Division TAOR and involved clearing isolated canals ond stteam lines as
well as areas of poor trafficability on the frihges of cenventionalt, I
cleared arem.

The bangalore torpedo is a demolition charge desigstd priu'rily to
rapidly breach mine field and barbed wire entanglatents. The bfigelote
torpedoes used on these operations were made betkeen 1943 - 1944, thoe,
had a main charge of amotol and a booster of TNT, The bangalore torpe-
do is effective for clearid•t dense brush because of the fragmentetion
as well as the blast effect. Since it 14 a linear charge it is portico-ularly effective against bamboo thicket.

The first operation employing banalore_ took____ce in the canal
systems along the West bank of the SAIGOo River from pooleinateean809l

100 to XT2)0O. in August 1967. Nine major canals were cleared on this
operation. Th6 canals were cleared for an average length of fifteens-
hundred meters. In addition, thousands of.. meters of interconnecting
hedgerofu were eliu-nated. Bangalore torpedoes were used to remove most
of themb

The banks were covered with tress averegin4 about eight inchea in
diameter and dense'thickets of btimb and bamboe,' The brush *as thickest

close to the river. All trees over four inches In diameter were chpr#ed
with C-4. Any thicket too dense to be epsily removed by machette were
charged with bangalores. dlo6e to the river the brush extended out into
the canal as much as 5 met6rs. In these areas bangalores were placed
perpendi6ular to the canal. On the benks they were placed parellel with
its axis. Frequently the bangalores were plecid underwater among the
roots of the larger end defaser clumps of brush. This wes found to be
very effective at low tide,

The normal procedure however, was to place the bangalores ab6ut a
foot off the ground and as close ab possible to the heavier brush. All
charges were tied with a ring main.

In some areas of very dense vegetation it was necessary to use ban-
galores to remove the undergrowth before the larger trees could be charg-
ed.

Demolition resupply was by helicopter. Bangalores were brought by
Chinook to & central location and then carried to the site on foot 6r by
rubber boat. Other demo was supplied directly to the site by UH-iD.

Squads in this terrain cleared up to 500 meters per day.

Demolition expenditures was from 200 - 300 lb of C-A per hundred me-
term of canal (both sides) and up to 10 bangelore-kits and 1500 feet of
detonating cord per hundred etere.
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On canals between XT79o20 and ,T77,616 terrain wansimulr rothe

previous operation but local flooding rode logistios more difficult.
Experimfnts were made in resupplArng bangelores by, UH--D instead of by
Chinooks This took longer but got the demolition closed to the pres
where it was to be used. Pneumatic Assault Boats wete used to r grepter.
extente for both placing and transporting domlitiene. In some e50W the
brush was so dense that &11 work had to be done from the bopts nnd line
main.run down the center of the canal. Bangrlores were flaced perpen-
dicular to the stream when placed directly from the boat.

In general there were less trees and more. bfish in this area and
therefore less 0.4 and detonating cord wer6 used. Bangaloree'were used
at the ratV of 10 to 20 per hundred meters.

With the greater need for bangelores end the po6r workinp conditions
squads oftern did not do better than 200 meters a day.

Somewhat different problems were encountered in the THAI M1 area.
There monsoon flooding and poor soil conditions codined to' mke clear-
ing with Rom. Plows in the fringe areas intidssible. Meet of the dense
brulh grew in hedgerows 1 to 3 meters wide. Most of this wAs dense 5an-
boos In many cases the hedgerows also had trees of significant isie.

Bangalores were placed down the center of the hedgerwe. In the
dense thickets they were placed perpendicular to the amds of the h6dge-
row# They werelelevated about a foot off the ground in most casG5, to
make more effective use of the fragmentation from the banglores.

When the bangalores were placed at ripht angles care was tPken to
make sure that the boosters wer6 touching. When this was .imossible the
charges were individually mined.

Trees larger than 4 irxhes were charged with C-4. All charges were
tied to a line main,.

Logistics were mich less of a pr6blem in this area. Bangalores were
brought in by helicopter and by truck, They were hauled to the site on
pole trailers after the caseb had been broken down end the bangrlores
assembled in seftions of two. Armored personnel carriers towed the trail-
ers to the site, The APCs. drove along the hedgerows ond the bAng•lorse
were pulled off in whatever quantity.necessary; in this mnfier a souad
could clear up to 1000'meters a day when properly supported.

Bangalores were ecpended at the rate of 10-12 per hundred otors.
Eighty pounds 6f C-4 and 800 feet of detonating cord were also used every
hundred meters.

During clearing operation conducted in the HO BO WOODS ffom XT5AElO
to XT-565325, difficulty was encountered.near the SAIGON'River. Herb '
ditches. and trenches as well as swamp and 'rice paddies made the. river
banks inaccessible to dozers and Rome Plows. This inaccessible strip.of
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Jungle averaged about 15 nt6.r wide, It was destroytd by plaoini b•mn•-
lores the width of the strip, perpendicular to the rive on 4 meter *on-
tore*

In met cases the bangalores Were brought to the site on pole'ltr.l-
er but placing them was difficult, especiaJly in the flooded are..* In
this terrain a squad could place about 250 meters of charge per d;y.

Up to 24 bangalore'kits and about 600 feet of detonating cord wobe
used per hundred meters. No attemt was made to blew the trees, there-
fore, no C-4 was used.

OBSERVATION: efetence with b arlor•e.orpedoes in these operations'
proves that bangalore torpedoes are effective for ripidly rinvinr hidge..
rows and dense thickets -in.inaccesuable Areas. They are eAsy to place
and prime but are difficult to transport. When bangrlores had to be oar-
tied on foot through rough terrain for more then'a few hundred meter the I
advantage over hand clearing is marginal at best. They are, however, M*14
effective than any other type of demolition for removing dense vegetation.

IT"EM Tactical Bridging, Airlifting.

DISCUSSIONt During the'last five month., Co E, 65th Enjr Bn, his airli ed
40 - 3SI7" T6 dry spans, 16 - R4T6 five float rafts, 7 - four flopt LTR
and 12 - bridge erection boats.

OBSERVATIONS:

I. All tactical bridging authorized to this unit can be airlifted
and emplaced by CH1-47 or CH-54 helicopters.

S2e This unit can handle twice as much bridging as authorized due to
airlift capability.

3. M4T6 dry spars (38t4l" & 45t) can be used etenbively ftr ouick.
1SR repairs reouiring the miniimm of time and personnel.

4,. During the monsoon season when large portions of ro,dway sre Wash-

ed away or under water, dry spans can be used as a corduroy by cribbing
under each stiffener and tying them together.

5. Airlifting capability has also made it possible to install bridges
and rafts in inaccessable areas crones and bridge trucks.are unable to go.

6. Reaction time for any bridge mission has'been cut down to a -mini-
mum by having various configurations preassembled.

7. By airlifting all bridging, the'unit has assumed the added mission
capability of hauling engineer materials, primarily rock for road construe-
tion.
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SITEH Tunnel Destruction in the HO BO WOODS,

DISCUSSION: During October, Co B, 65th Inpr Bnp was given the mission to
set up a pumping station ard construct a pipeline from the tidal flats of
the SAOON 1River to a known tunnel complec located at XT615302, in the
HO BO WOODS,

Due to the need of positioning of the first pump in wAter aspre;d-
mately 4 feet deep, a platform was constructed from light tiibers ahd
placed on six fifty five gallon barrels to sllow it to flost, Three Pumps
used were rated 1120 GPM *ith a 130 foot heat. Piping used was steel is-sault piping• 6" diameter. Both 20' and 30' section of pipe were used.

The'first 800 sheters of pipe had to be laid in water varying fro% 2
feet to 4 feet deep. To assist in stringing the pipe through this Pre a.
UHID was used. Four hooks were fabricated from 3/s" steel plate qnd'
fastened to the ends of a 40,000 Ih sling. Pipe was flown in by CH147ts,
unslung 8nd .then moved in twos to the desired locatidn" by'.the,1M3HhI) The 4
use of the UH-ID speeds the laying of-this pipe considerably and rewulred
fewet personnel on the job site. Several thousand moters of pipe were
used.

To string pipe on the high ground, pipe was loaded on pole triilere
and flown to the area by CH-47s and the trailer hooked to M113 APC., Two
personnel can drop the pipe off of the trailer at desired intervals.

Various problems were encountered'in this operation that were unfor-
seen and caused considerable down time. The'pumpe, although new, hpd ti6
major problems. The first, and'most serious, was the breaking of coupling
between' the motor and pump head. After several pumps had failed the same
way it was thought that the w J*f of th6 pipe coming to and from the
pump was putting too great a strain on it. Flexible hose was then used to
join the pipe to the pump thereby relieving this ueipht and allowing the
pump to vibrat6 freely. After this installation no *ore breakdowns of this
nature occured. The second problem was over heating. A solution to the
problem was to pump at night during the cooler hours mnd to then rump at
intervals during the day.

Various results were expected from this flooding. Orginally, 'it *me
planned to use CS Gas in a crystal form to contaminate the turn els,
using the water as a carrier the soil would be baturAted with the Fee,rendering it unusable for a long period of time. This plan was dreored
as it would have reouired the security eleent and the Pn~ineer personnelto live in a eontaminsted area as much of the gas would mork its way out

of the entrances.

Another plan was to used dye• in the water. This would allow an &ertLa.
observer to see additional eftrances and also whether or not the wAter wai
draining back into the river, The dye being ouite hArd to procure, it was
determined that a 50 lb ba.g would be- used every 30 minutes of pumping.
This system was never given a good test as dye was not available during
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Kimost of the operftion. ....

Some positive results were obtained froa the punping os lareo

eectioM of ground .dd .sink end much of the tunnel .enplex edulA be
traced. It can be assumed that these tunmels were destroe.d, e teI
maintenance problem and type of pipe used, demolition probably would
have been faster,. With the background now gained an. the 'recent pro-
curement of large quantities of flexible pipe the time remuired to set
a pioeline will be reduced to a mtter of several hourn rather ttwn two
days. This additi6n will speed the operation oonsider.bly and remdre
far less personnel.

Andther consideration would be to'place explosives throuehout the
complex* After the tunnel has been flooded. it could then be detorpted.
The water taing. would greatly increase the effectiveness of the ex-
plosive and should cause total destruction,,

OBSERVATIONt. Tunnel destruction can be accomplished with water. With
more practice and r6dent addition of flexible hose the ozeration con be
accomplished quickly. For total destruction it is fecommunded that a
small quantity of demolition be used with the water; Selection of the
tunnels to be destroyed in this fashion must be carefully rode so *s to
be near a large water .source and be within- the renr of the .apt a cope-

(3) Training. and Organration. No,,.

(4) Intelligence.

IE Reproducing Overlays on Aoetate.

DISCUSSION: Frequently the 25th MI Detachmrt "mje.ry Interpretatien
Section .ust produce everlays on clear acetate. To reoroduce this pro-
duct on acetate best resiplts are obtained when frosty acetate and ink -

are Uised on the negative. Regular overliAy paper will wrk, howeaer, the
marking mest be in ink and it takeh considerably longer to wrk otereva
paper with ink than frosty :acetate. Combined Intelligence Center, Viet
Narm (CICv) can reproduce overlays on blear ioetate from these negatives
using a ozilid machine. Engineers also have access to this type of
machine. The Bruning Machine located in theo*2 and G3 Sections can also
be used to produce overlays on clear acetate,

OBSERVATION:_ When enough lead time is available, the Imgaery Interpre-
tation Section should produce a frosty acetate neaptive nd 'the facil..-
ties at CICV should, be used to produce a clear acetate copy,

ITEM: Knowledge of VC Infrastructure,,

DISCUSSIONs It is important that a simple definition of the infre-
stru6ture be employed within agencies targeted against the infrestruo-.
ture. Basic publications should be produced to allow the individuals
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workidr against the infraetructure to learn hew to conduct their opeil. i
OBSVATION There mist be a single definition of VC infrastructure.

ITERs The VC have had considerable success recruiting fobia, US detains-

DISCUSSION, VOPW 1E VAN DO stated that although the VC were hAvino con-
sidereble difficulty recruiting in CU CRI District,"it was relativelV
easy to rruit people who were former US detainees. He. laied that
these people were generally disenchented end irritated by their lont de-
tkntion by US authorities.

OBSEVATIONt Efforts should be mude to insure that only valid suspects
are detained and also to insure thot the interreoation and release of
,Ibnocent Civilians and Civil Defendants is accomplished as rapidly as
possible.

ITM Capture- Tasgs.

DISCUbo.LON In many instances, detainees are evacuated without P cAture
tag or with one which contains fragmentpry, incomplete, or erroneous in-
formation. It is almost impossible togW in the ui~er hpnd durimp the
initial interrogation when this occurs. It is therefore essentipl that
capturing units complete individual copture tags'in the field providing
complete details of the capture of each detainee. In some cases, per-
sonnel of the, capturing unit's aeadouarters have attermted to complete
tags After the arrival of the detainee at the Division PW Collecting
Point. The lack of first hand information concerning the circumstnoces
of the capture of the individual leads to serious obL8840M of vital in-
formation.

OB.SEVATION: Every soldier assigned to combat units dhould carry and
know how to complete capture tags of detained persons.

ITE1: VC Booby Traps.

DISCUSSION,. During Operation KUNIA thb' 65th Enpr Bn discove'ed two VC
booby traps regged Lin the following manner: A, hand gren*de with the -bin
pulled was- placed below the surface of the ground and covered with seve-
ral scraps of tin or other metal objects that would b* picked up bn a
detector, however, were not heavy .6nough in itself to rrevent the hand
grenade handle from being released. This was accomplished: by covering
the booby trap (BBT) with dirt (example., an a -road) thus addinge eipht
to the metal. The desired resulis were.for a mine detector'to- sbnse
the metal, the soldiers probe and locate the suspected .ine,,reave the
dirt which prevented the handle from being released: and the d hniA Ra-
nade would detonate.

OBSERVA*TION, ly probing around the suspected mind of BBT the enpineers
determined the size of the booby trap. removed thE dirt surrounding it



to determine the t"Oftene fbw• ',i*'o,1•ttqtinr, t@o 0ftror'it.

Ms VC/NVA Trail Markings.

DISCUSSION: VC/NVA forces have devised a method for maini g mJor trails.

OPVATIZON While conducting recent search Pnd destroy opewtions in
AO MILLEIs in BINH DUONG Province, again•t VC/NVA forces Fnd instAlle-
tions, north of the MICHELIN Plantation, it was observed by 3d Bn, 22dInft 25th Inf Div# that enemy forces were using a partiloolar method tomark specific trails. The area was crime-crossed tiAil. To uWrk the

major supply routes through the area, notches were out in a specificspecie of hardwood tree. In these notches was pImeed'flonnable wterialso"

When conducting resupplýy during the hours of darknese, the substance in
the notches was iVAted along the route, much in the seom manner ms amoll
street lamps, The trees notched were approximately fifty (5) metefe -
parts The notches were cut approximately (5)'feet from the ground. Due
to the dense vegetation and high jungle canopy this methed of trail wrk-
ing is difficult to detect.

ITEM: Enemy Employment of Pressure Detonated Anti-Vehicular Mines.

DISCUSSION: While providing work pArty security on Hiphway 4, north of
NUI BA DEN in northern TAY-NINH Province, the Recon Platoon Pnd Mortar
Platoon, 2d Bn, 34th Arm6r, tracks hit 3 anti-vehicular mines reuultinr
in combat lose of 3 APCs. The road had be6n swept with minesweepers
prior to the vehicles moving over the area. On two of the tAree occasione
more than 7 vehicles passed over the mines before detoration. Two of
the three holes examined were free of metallic debris while the other
had very small pieces of metal. Th6 road was well pAcked leavinst no in-
dication of recently emplaced mines. It was also noted that'et esch
mine location there was a. large tree on the side of the roAd, there were
no other indications. The mines weie either non-4mtatllic or buried toe
deep for the mine sweeper to detect.

OBSERVATION: The use of deeper probing devices ar heAvy rollers on the
front of tanks would be an effective menns of counterinR this tyime of
mine warfare.

(5) Logistics.

ITEM: Power Cables for Generators.

DISCUSSION: Power cables from generators to enuipsent were initially
laid underground and with the advent of the Monsoon Seeson excessive"
problems with electrical short - circuiting hampered the inoerption.
The exact location of the power loss could not be determined.

OBSERVATION: Power Cables were strung above groond using "A" fraimee or
other'substantial support as a temporary measure, as the situntion dic-
tated. The short circuiting of power cables from contpet with meoosive
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All water was eliminated resulting in more efficient operation of penerstores
lessn power shortages and decrease in extra labor in determining the 1.-
cation of short circuits.

fLj:s Sling,, 4 lggedp 10,000 lb Capacity.

DISCUSSIONt Recent operations within this division have resulted in an
increase in resupply by helicoptet. The vast mpjority of this supIv is
beirn accomplished by sling ldads. Several sling loads have been drowmed
when the sling broke two feet below the donut ring. Some of the loads
were d6stroyed upon impact, other supplies and emuipment were recovered
intact. An investigation was initisted. All personnel concerned, with
sling: load operations were assembled and the troblem of checkihp sling,
nets, donuts, maxmum weight capability# etc. *ere discussed. It was

determined that all slinges webbing, donuts, etc., should be given a verY
careful inspection (by'oualified inspectors with test enuipment) to de-
termine serviceability. Coordination with Ho, let LoTg Cord revealed
that there is no eouipment available in-country to test lift emuirrent
and that the best wiy to check this eouipment is b- visual insoection by
qualified personnel.

OBSERVATION: The use of helicopters for resuply can be evected to in-
crease for most combat and combat support units in Vietnam. More em-
phasis on instruction on sling load technioues is needed at branch schools
and'training centers as well as within units presently stationed in Viet
Nan.to adequately prepare a sufficient number of ouilified oersonnel to
properly rig and inspect slings and rig sling loads.

ITEM: Aeromedical Evacuation.

DISCUSSION: The medic on the ground must render adenuate'inform.tion to
the aircraft crew about the medical status of the patient. A priori4ty
classification of the *atient along with a brief diagnosis of his in.jurv
or illness is required. When feasible a physician should make this cla us-
ification. When this is not possible, medics should conscientiouslv use
their training by adequately clasiifying the patient and by relvian to
the MEVAC an accurate diagnosis. Severely wounded personnel a an be
saved by rapid evacuation; however, slightly wounded personnel And the
aircraft crew can be lost too, if significant risks are taken because a
slightly wounded patient has been upgraded to a higher priority.

OBSERVATION: Afl. medical personnel should be constantly owre of the
inherent dangers both to the patient and to the Pircraft crew of iupg• d-
ing the classification (urgent, priority, and routine), of a cAduaIty.

ITEM: MEDEVAC Aircraft on standby with the medical battalion trovides
efficient and timely evacuation of casualties from the battle field.

DISUSSION-. During this quarter WDEVAC aircraft were attached to the
-- lbattalion on a standby basis. This procedure worked very well

in that casualties were extracted from the battlefield in a minimum
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ameurd of tim &a were receiving treatment In a medical facility with-
ina short tim.

2O11UAI' ONt MEAC Aircraft will and do provide a great asset to all
medical battalions.

I s Clutch Release Bearings.

DISCUSSION: Many clutch release bearirtg were ruined due to the fAct
that improper free travel was not maintAined in the clutch linkp oe, or
driveiswwers riding the clutch pWal,

OBSERVATIONs Drivers are not aware of the domate thxf can he ecused by
impropcr clutch adjustment or riding the clutch pedal. This problim hbs
been brought up at this monthts maintenance meetin for correction.* Free
travel adjustment is the responsibility of orguniustional mechanics.

ITEM: Engine Cooling Fan Drive Coupling.

DISCUSSION: Excessive wearing of the coupling itiri splines bontibutes
in some cases to shearing of the spline8, causing engine overheatinp.

OBSEFVATION: It should be stressed that personnel read the tapi6ables
Technical -Mranals for their eouipment and understand the 6ontents. The
excessive spline wear in this case was due to the use of incorrect type
grease,

I__ Transportation of Office machones.

DISCUSSION: Office machines are being damaged to the point of salwae
by What appears to be improper transportation. Units have stacked
equipment into the rear of trucks making ne effort to secure them from
damage during transportation.

OBSWVATION: Comanders mast be made aware of such neglect at the earl-
iest opportunity.

ITEM: Maintenance of Generators,.

DISCUSSION: Generat6r operators apparently are not adeeuatelv Wpintein-
ing their generators. The maintenahce appears to be pulled at irregular
intervals rather than on a scheduled basis. This opn cause many break-
downs.

OBSSlVATION: Generators run in pairs hpve less tr6uble 'thpn those run-

ning alone. This allows more time for maintenAnce.

ITEM: Clogged Bore Evacuator.

DISCUSSION: Continuous heavy firIng of the M109 self plopelled howitzer
causes the bore evacuator to become clogged with carbon. In .s6me cpsea
buildup has become so acute as to prevent the rem•evl of the evacuAtor.
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OBDSVATIONa To avoid the necessity of cutting off'bore evecuater.s
units must insure thai the evacustors are clepned at regular intervals.

L : Improper Oil Level.

DISCUSSION: A total of four engines were caused to become unservieable
due to what appeared to be improper oil level and/or the lack of chrng-
ing oil and filters.

OBSERVATION: Oil levels must be watched closely. Added attention Is
required on continuous operation of enginee such as genertors. The oil
should be changed at least as often as remuired by the aoplicAble LO and

* when operating in extremely dusty conditions as often as reeuired to in-
sure efficient lubrication.

ITEM: Short Supply of Antenna AT-9/PRC-25.

DISCUSSION: To alleviate the shortage of short antenna for the AN/ROC-
25 andAN7FRC-IO antennas, AT-272 artennas were able to be easilv fe-
threaded. Field reports indicated no loss in rang. or relisbility.

OBSERVATION: Substitutes are available for the AT-892PIC-25 antenna.

LEM" Proper Sling Loading of Armored Personnel Carriers (APC).

DISCUSSION: The engine of the M-313 APC must be removed Before slinging
an APC* Consequently the ergine top cover must be removed. The right
front tie down point for sling loading is on this engine top cover.

OBSERVATION: Often after removing the engine the top cover is not bolt-
ed back, giving no attachment point. Be sure the engine top"dover issecurely bolted down before attempting to. sling load an M-3-13.

ITEM: JH-l Helicopter Lubrication Oil.

DISCUSSIONt A substitute turbine engine oil #23699A is in the suSl9'
system. This oil is for enwgins onry, and will not be mixed with 780A.
Both oil containers look alike.

OBSERVATION: Due to a number of transmission intput cUi seals fiiling,
it is believed some oils have already been mixed. Only 780M An 7• F
oil should be used.

ITEM: Tow Cables.

DISCUSSIONs The OVE tow cables on both the-tanks Arnd APCs Pre too short
for recovery work. A locally fabricated tow cable at about 40 feet has
worked best for recoverirg vehicles stuck in mud. The 40 foot cables
have enabled the Scout Section Aud the Tank Section to recover their own
vehicles on many occasions where they would hAve had to call for VTR

(' ).
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OBSERVATION: Longer tow cables are needed to recover track vehicles.. ,

Tt Vehicle, Track, Recovery, M8. (VTR X88).

S DISCUSSION The main winch cable is not long enough for.most recovery
operations. A 400 foot cable would greatly increase the recovery eCpa-
bilitf of the S8. The full length could'be used for APCa with a Itl
ratio. The extra length would enable a 2.1 ratio to be used when pull-
ing out tanks (often at I2 to 2 times vehicle weight). The mrin winch
cables have a very short useable life because of the freeuent inabilitv
to get close enough to rig a 2:1 mechanical advantage.

OBSERVATION: Longer tow cables are needed to recover track vehicles.

(6) Civic Action and PSYOPS.

ITEM: Distribution of US Clothing and Commodities.

DISCUSSION: In many instances there is a tendency for US Civic Action
personnel to make themselves popular through the distribution of US
clothing and commodities. This is. an activity which should be ac~ompani-
ed by the Vietnamese officials and only monitored by US personnel. A
system of distribution whereby the Vietnamese officials actuaI.ly conduct
the didtribution will greatly enhance- their image in the eyes of the Viet-
namese.people.

OBSERVATION: All distribution of US food and comnodities should be con-
ducted by Vietnadese officials so as to enhance their impe with the

Vietnamese people. The US personnel should not play an Pctive part in
the distribution, but should monitor and insure that all items reAch the
intended recipienttvho~s.

ITEM: CA Projects should satisfy the "needs Pnd desires" of. the people.

DISCUSSION: 'The projects in any Civic Action program should satisfy-the
needs and desires of the Vietnamese people. Vietnamese pArticipation ts
difficult and often tim~s impossible to obtain unless the people desire
a particular CA project. The S-5 can determine the needs and desires of
the Vietnamese people'in his area from discussions with the %1ACV advisor,
local officials, and from the people of the village and hamlet. Fre-
quently a conflict arises between what the people desire and whpt otheri
feel is needed. If the problem does arise a comprontse may be in order.
A desired type project might be completed before a need type pro.ject is
started. This will of course involve a delay in the project neer'ed, hut
will gain the support and confidence of the people so that the needed
project will be supported by the people. An example would be to show
films on the need for casing and capping wells so that the people will
then desire better wells.

OBSERVATION: It is important that CA projects satisfy the need as well
as the desires of the people. An approach would be to educate the re6ple
so as to create the desire in order to complete the need type project.
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ITEMI Permanent CMvic Action Areao of Responuibility.

DISUSIONt Once a unit has been assigned an area to conduct CA it id
impeative that this area raavin peraunent until the area is pacified.
If continuity does not eist the people in ' given area will be hesitant
to cooperste, fearful of Viet Cong repfrials, Pnd generaly apprehensive
about the overall pacification program.

§SERVATION: All efforts should be made to assign permnelt CA areas of
responsibility so zhet there will be* continuity and thus enable. pecifi-
cation of an area to be accomplished.

ITEMI Scheduled WDCAPS.

DISCUSSION: Past procedUre has been to select's hamlet st rrmndozf'Pnd oa
into the hamlet unannounced, set up the MTDCAP, And then trept the people.
The obvious deficiency in the program was that when the MDAP ended for
that day the patients were either never seen again, or else, they were
not seen agein until many weeks later when the WDCAP team &.pin visited
the hamlet, Scheduled NEDCAPS will overcom this deficiency and produce'
other advantageous results. Vietnamese medical personnel ecn be trained,
permanent facilities improved and better 6ouipped medical records min-
tamned on each patient treated and the overall im•ge of thie Vietname
medical personnel improved in the eyes of their own people.

OBSERVATION: Greater emphasis should be plapced on scheduled MP.CPS"
whenever security permits. Unannounced MPDCAPS should contirie as in
the past in unsecure areas and with tactically deploved units.

ITEM.: Aerial Broadcasts.

DISCUSSION: Due to the stringent regulations in VC/NVA units and the low
literacy rate; leaflet drops are not an effective means of conducting
PSYOPS in certain areas. During interviews with Hoi Chanh, It his beeo
found that more VC/NVA have been made aware of the Chieu Hoi Program is
a result of hearing loudspeaker broadcasts than through reading leaflets.

OBSERVATION: Loudspeakef broadcasts are the most effective means of
disseminating propaganda.

ITEM: Communication During Aerial Loudspeaker Operations.

DISCUSSION: Aerial loudspeaker broadcasts ate affected by weather condi-
tions, flight patterns, height end air speed. Due to these variables it
is impossible for-the people'in the aircraft to insure that the broadcast
is being heard on the ground. Communications Rast be mi-+-z.ned with
personnel on the gr6und to pretest the loudsept.ker message prior to fly-
ing the target area.

OBSRVATION: An extra radio tuned to nearby ground forces for comments.
on loudspeaker broadcasts cad help insure that an audible message gets to



the target audience.

ITDI: Increased Inducements to Returnees.

DISCUSSIONt Based on interviews with returnees 'during the Chifu Rol
Offensive, monetary inducements to rally were not a *Ajor motiveting
factor. Primary reasons for retfirning were desire to be with foxilv end
fear of artillery and airstrikes. The pimeri .f•otor which determined
whether or not the individual rallied wp.s.the'opportunity to pet ••ay
from his unit and get to a safe area to rally.

OBSUVATION: Emphadis should be placed on family Chieu Hoi s• ple nfA
allied power themes, Rally points should be set up .nd widelypubli-
cized to provide increased opportunity for the VC/ A to rally.

ITEM.: Coordination of Civic Affairs at District Level.

DISCUSSION: All civic affairs activities should be cleared through'0the
district chief ard should be carried eut with assistance by hlzi'f Pos-
sible. It has been found that working directly with*a hamlet or village
chief often leads to the misuse of distributed item.

OBSEVATIONt A good working relationship with the Vietnrmese'people,
especially the local officials is mandatory for a successful civic Potion
program in ary area,

b. Recommendations.

(1) Personmel,

(a) That two (2) preventiiv medicine specialists be
made a part of the Division Surgeon's Office.

(b) That the Chief Medical Non-Commissioned Officer's
TL position in the Office of the Division Stjrgeon'be authorized a Ser-
geant Major (B-9) instead of Master Sergeant (k•-).

(2) Operations.

(a) That the-medical Platoons within Infntrys Artil.
lery and battalions be used in field operations in Vietnam,

(b) That organic NEDEVAC aircraft be authorized esch
Division Medical Battalion.. t i

S (e) Tht units overcome the effective VC tactic of •

posing small forces as bait by aggressive reconaAissance by fire Pnd b,•
using all supporting fires available to probe suspected VC positions.

(d) Thatrunits avoid entering what amieor to be de-
serted enem- base camps without first employing artillery and/or air-
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strikes,

(e) That units initiate the urse of a "CheckerboArd"
pattern in search and destroy operations,, which permi~ts unlimsited fire
support between elements and provides for a. detailed search of an area.
(See Appendix 2)

(f) That a~rtill~ery and Air Force ordnance with "daisy
cutter" fuzes be used to saturate heavily wooded areas to tripper Iuinee
and booby traps and'discourage VC ambush.s prior to conducting Rome Plow
clearing operations.

(g) That units conduct frecuent ni~it operations 6n
an irr~egular schedule and train newly assigned personnel in night tactics.

(h That increased use be made of stay behifid patrols
after the departure of a company or battalion from a base cAmp.

.(C) DA Survey Ini'oriution: 'Long'Raftge ReconnaissAnce Pptrol
(L1M4 (&as required by USARV Message., #80483m, subject: ..Operational Re-
port Lessons Learned (ORLL) for the period ending 31 October 1967).

a. Organization and Training..

(1) Organization. The Division General Order orpinii~ing
the Long Range Reconnaissance Patrol, (LR1RP) Detfichment is GO 3631. The

LERP is attached to the 3d Souadron., 4th Cavalry. Emloet of WeLR
is directed'by the Division Ihtelligence Section (0-2) and/or on order or
the Cavalry Squadron Commander. Teams my be employed by Brigades of the
Division in either an attached or Operational Conrtrol (OFCON) status. The
LIMR Deta~chment has the following structures.

(a) Strength: 4 Of ficers,, 36 NCOs end 78 EM

(b) Headquarters Section

(c) Mess Section

(d Coimmuication Section

(a) Two (2) Patrol Platoon Headouartere

Wf 15 Patrols (6 men each)

(2) Trainifg. Training was planned and orgpnized by the
3d Squadron, 4th Cavalry. The training program was supnortebd by personnel
assigned to the LREP'Detachment, the Squadronts Artillery Forward Observer
and Air Liaison Officer..-ad the Squadronte.Communication and Medical
Platoons. Instructor abd aircraft support has been provided by the Sr'uad-
ron's Air Cavalry Troop. Initial training for-the LRTIP Detachment con-
sisted of three,, one week phases:
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(a) Phase it One week of intensive clueseom and
practical applications. The following subjects were overedt

(1) First Aid

.(2) Map Reading

(3) Intelligence

(4) Comud.cations

(5) Forward Obsetver (PO) and Forward Air Controller
(FAC) procedures (Artillery Adjustments).

(6) Aerial Recomnaisaunce

(7) Loading and unloading helicopters

(8) Waterhorne Operations

(9) LZ Selections

(10) Weapons FP.iliarizations

(11) Physical Training

(b) Phase Il: One week of refresher and advaneedtraining&. This phase wia'f climaxed with a waterborne a ssult into a

specified area of operations. A-three day tactical operation wpe'le
conducted during this phase. The following subjects were covered.

(1) Map and Compass Reading

(2) Intelligence Gathering and Re~orting

(3) �Waterborne Training

(c) Phase III: One week of training/tactic1l eaaoauent
(Night Ambushes and Operations). Maxim=m use of air lift was stressed.

(d) A sustained training schedule has been initipted.
This schedule supplements the operational reouiiememnts And maintAind 4
high standard of training within the Detachmernt. Subjects covbrbd are
those requiring emphasis beyond the initial training phaiea (i.e., LZ
"procedures, waterborne operations, artillery adjustment).

b. Techninues of Tactical Employment,

(1) The LIMP Teans may.be employed in several capacities.
To form an Ambush Patrol, two teams are combined to fMnction sas a single
ambush unit, this providing a stronger fighting fotfe. When eoloved-ps
a Stay Behind Force, normally 4 Teams are combineds DrerAred to engage the
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enmfl until reinforced or extraoteds ake the situation remuires. The
primary method of .mqloyment is as a Reconnaissance Patrol- oonsistin*
of one five mn team. The patrol functions, rot. as a fighting force.,
but an a mean. of gaining intelligence mrior to a larger unit entering
the area for operations, or for determining onm unit location And/or
identity.j

(2), Means of insertions 'which Are often determined by the
type of misuion, are a.. Jbllws:

(a) Helicopter Insertion: Generally the most desirAd
method of employment. May be accomplished in a. ininin amount of tim.,.
The area of insertion can be pin-pointed, and the team elaced without
having to commit ground elements in the area.

(b) Tail Gating: This method is o6compliahed hy
ground elements conducting a wmap/search and destroy. At the insertion i
site the team is dropped out of the rear of Armored Personnel Carries.
The ground'force continues with the sweep And is simultAneotizmly located
in a favorable position to react, if the reouirsmmnt Arises.

(c) Stay Behind: When a ground force leaves sinarea
of operationsi a team is left,, concealed in the area. of 6tera"tions. This
is a desiri.ble means of insertion as the. teams isnitia.1ly secured by
the ground force and hae a ouick reection'capability.,

(d) Walk Out, Frequently used for Areas that are
accessible by foot and not At too great a distance from the stsirt noint.
The advan~tage of t~his means of employnmont is that no Additional force is
required to assist with the insertion..

(e) Waterborne Assault: Thelea1st. desirable metbod,
due to hazards involved while employed on rafts, especially when the
personnel are heavily eouipped. There is also the nroble& of con..
cealing the rafts once the crossing hps been accominlished. *The route
of oxfiltration is also limited when employing this technioue of in-
sertion.

c.* Lessons Learned.

(1) A minimum of 48 bours is necessary to accowilish
the planning, preparation and organization which should he alcoomrilithed
prior to team insertion. The gathering of data relevant to An are*,
briefings, and the establishment of Milssion Support Sit eu (4S3) ý.re
all activities which should be adcomplished prior to the final selection
of the initial observation point.. The wapid.. iilacement: ot a tesm(s0 in
an area which has not been fully developed in the Dlonriing snd ~req-
paration process is a waste of manpower and material, And "'laces tl~e
team in undue jeopardy. Converaly time spent in area development And7
planning lead to the placement of teaims in more productiVe sirens, The
physical placement of a team on the ground should not be An end in



itselfI it should in fact be the beginning of a. well planned and
L orgarz2±ed intelligence effort.

(2) A clearly defined mission to include EspentialI
Elements of Information should be the key stone to the" nlanninfrp and
preparation phase. The issuance of missions which sim~ly directattention to a broad geographic area slbuld be avoided.

(3) The point of insertion shofild be minimum of 300
meters from the initial point of observation. Upon insertion theI
team should move to their initial point of observation an rapidly

as conditions permit.

(4) ratz'ol memers should remain in a team configurations
individuals, particularly leaders should not leave thb observption i~oint,
for the purpose of reconnaissance And/or surveillance. It it is ,necesary
to Move to a now location the entire teaim should displace to the now
site.

cd () Food and water available to the rptrol must be strictly
contolld..Consumption ofindividual items must b6 planned rrior to

insertion. The plan must be adhered to during, the patrol's oper"tiont
this will insure adeoupte food stocks to support the pAtrolfs stay.
During periods of rainfall water stocks must he replenished. As a, nlxn-
ning guide, food and water stocks to support operations for a 4 hour
period in emceis of the planned stay time should be carried into the
operating area.

(6) Pro-insertion checks to insure the adeouacy'and
presence of all items of eouipment., and -supplies must be made. In-
spection will be scheduled in the t~Ae prepa ration brogrAm. Check
lists to support the preparation must be available to essist In in-
suring the presence of items reauired to support the teams oneratiQns.

(7) Once inserted teams should not displace f rom one
location to another without first clearing the move with their control
headquarters. Fire planning, extraction, and reaction ners6nnel must
be mware of terns move,, to include the route to be aar-lo'7ed. This willpermit reaction elements to up grade their readifiessasgoture during a

period when the tis vulnerability U. increased.

(8) Periodic checks; .. just After Bepinning Vorning
Nautical 'Twilifht (B4NT) and just prior to End of Evening Nautical "
Twilight (NT) should be made to ascertain the exact location of the
team.. This check can be made by a helicopter 6ver flispht of-the Pres
with team personnel signaling by u. of mirror. This +echninue'of
position fix cannot be employed in all operations circuimstances, how-
ever when the terrain and situation permit, it should be accowplished.
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(9) A minimm of two hand ader6phones should be Avv'ilpble
S9for each radio taken into the operating area. This will reduce the

possibility of coinw.ctions failure due to problems with the micro-
phones.

(10) Each Mission Support Site must be rremAred to OuIibt
directly in the control and coordination of the teen(s) activities. In
order to accoplish this they must have available'maps meosted with the
scheme of manuever, journal and spot report forms. In addition to the
materials that must be available anl Mission Support Site (MSS) person-
nel must have knowledge of the scheme of innuever, team location, in-
sertion times and the report schedule that is to be c=plied with bv
the teams.

(11) Prior to commencing each operation a time schedule
for reporting by each team(s) is established. The failure of P team
to report to the control he.ddcuarters is a sip'al that all conditions
with the patrol are not normal. It is then incumbent upon the control
headouarters to initiate ncti6n to regain coummications with the teAm
thnt foiled to report on time. The Pction initiated ".y the control
headquarters, (alert of a reaction force, nlAcinp of Pircraft oirborne

in attempts to regain direct communications) Are Activities which comn
plicate control and coordination of the'entire operation, thereby
Jeopardizing the team and the operation.

(12) Inediately upon extraction a team should be transerorted
to the major manuever heedouArters under whose control it hoe been e~uloyed.
This will permit immedinte debriefing and utilization of intelli~ence in-
formation gained by the team. Representati,es of the Division GO Siction
should be present at the initial debriefing. Upon conclusion of the
initial debriefing the team sýould be r6turned to their home Area where
more detailed debriefing can take plce.

(13) As a means towards insuring coamunications betweeft in-
serted teams vnd their control elements, tests of communications utiliZ-
ing "Squad Radios" and a helicopter mounted receiver will be conducted.

"(14) Further training in the techniaues of air eatraction -

is required. Close coordination And timing between teem members mnd the
extraction air craft is mndatory. It is essential that the team.s 34-
cation, route to the pickup s6ne and the pickup zone be krown by bli
participants in the operation. The placing 'of timely and accurate our-
pressive fires can be the key to a successful extraction. To minimize
the possibility of friendly fires being placed on the teem to be extract-
ad the routes and location to include'markirg technioued •mit be known

and used.

(15) During helicopter borne extraction operations Where
enemy personnel are in the vicinity of the selected pick up. zone-..,flre
discipline in essential. The IMP personnel moving to the* eirorft muist
be trained and controlled to fire surpressive fires in areas that will
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not jeopordie the ,troation aircraft. Upon boarding the extr~etien
aircraft the team nst be tfained to imdiately clear .13 weOOM.
One aember of the aircraft orem msat be trained to insure that weepnin
of the teem being'actracted ar in fact cleared once the teem hAs board-
ad the helicopter. I

(16) Duri" a helicopter borne extrection the emloy.wt
of: an individual near the door of the Helicopter to aeit. UM, testa

embers in boarding the aircraft will greatly facilitate the extraction.
The tw rubere are carrying large quantities of euipLnt and s a re-
malt their ability to board the aircraft is reduced. In addition to

assisting personnel in boardiri the aircraft'this individual i.s readilyoavailable to react to team mmberu that my'becom or, are wunded And
require asistance in reaching the aircraft. This Individual should bo
in addition to the organdi doorgunesm assigned to the aircreftj since
surpressive fires can be the key to a uocessful aetraction the fuil
potential of all aircreft to fire should be maintained bt all timeef

(17) The Mission Support Site(s) (MBS) are essendiel to
assist in maintaining communication and control of 7;RRP Tea•mo The sit
(a) should whenever possible be located within areas such ms fire sue•Brt
bases, support6d unit command posts$ and with US Advisory personnel in
ARVN Coz0pound. Within the Division's current TAOI the radio relay cbua
plac on NM BA MN has proven particularly effective. By locstit* theec
stations 'ithin already operational mf support and security retuire6
oments are reduced. Whenever possible Mission Supnort Operatione Centbre
should be co-located with, the headauartere that is reueonsible tWr the-
control of the* operation. The co-location will facilitate the excho*e -

of infr•zationp support reou4rements and simplify cowpnd control errnge-,
monte. Due to the nature of control ceroiseed byLthQe*NS it should be
established in a location apart frdm other facilities. The erection of
a CP tent in the vicinity of a battalion or brIgade coma-nd poit has
proven to be a satisfactory solution to the l9cation of on MS. Direot
phone lines between the ASS and the supported unit will ucpedite the e-
chage of infbrmition an" will facilitate the control and coordination
of the operation.

6 Appendices Inl, JAB1--. It WILSON
1; Task Organization Colo& as
2., Checkerboard Technique Chiuf wt Staff

of Search & Destroy
Operations

3. OItLL 123th Sig Ba
4 0 W.A, . Withdrawn, Hqs, DA; CAMR #67X182
5. OEML Feeder, 3d Sqdn, 4th Car
6, PIFW.IAt Withdrawn, Hqs, DA
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AVFBC-R3-H (14 Nov 67) lst Ind
SUBJECTa Operational Report-Lessons Learned for aurterly Period Ending

31 October 1967 (Rca CSFOR-65) (UIC-WDFU TO) (U)

DL HQ n FFORCNV, APO San Francisco 96266 1 3 BL, A?

THRUs Comanding General, USARV, ATTNe AVHQC-DH, APO 96375

Commander-In-Chief, US Army Pacific, ATTN* QPOP-OT, APO 96558

TO. Assistant Chief of Staff for Force Development, Department of the
A2!my, Washington, D.C. 20310

1. Subject report is forwarded.

2. This command has reviewed the attached report and concurs with
the comments and recommendations with the following exceptions:

p(25), Nonconcur with the opinion that the Chief Medical Non-
commissioned Officer in the Office of the Division Surgeon should be up-
graded to Sergeant Major (B-9). The genesis of this opinion appears to
be more the relative rank of other NCO's in the headquarters rather than
the actual duties performed by the Chief Medical Noncommissioned Officer.

p(25) - p(27), para 2a (2), Night heliborne operation without
illumination. In order to preclude the use of aircraft search lights
with possible compromise of the LZ and the operation, consideration should
be given to the use of pathfinders whenever possible during night air-
mobile operations. Pathfinders with special devices such as obstruction
lights, landing lights, glide-slope lights and light guns can provide the
necessary terminal guidance with a minimum of external illumination.

P(43), para 2a (2), Item MEDEVAC, under the discussion the
report states that; MHDEVAC aircraft were "attached" to the medical
battalion on a stand-by basis. These aircraft were not attached as de-
fined by AR 320-5, but rather located with the 25th Inf Div and providing
area support.

FOR TE COMMANDERa

jAqt AG



CONFIDENT4 .IL

AVHQC-DST (14 Nov 67) 2d Ind (C)
SUBJ.hCT: Operational Report for Quarterly Period Ending 31 October 1967

(RCS CSFOR-65) (BC)

HEADQUARTERS, UNITED STATES ARMY VILTNAM4, APO San Francisco 96375 16 JAN 1968

TO: Commander in Chief, United States Army, Pacific, ATTN. GPOP-DT,
APO 96558

1. (U) This headquarters has reviewed the Operational Report-Lessons
Learned for the quarterly period ending 31 October 1967 from Headquarters,
25th Infantry Division (ALXA) as indorsed.

2. (C) Pertinent comments follow:

a. Reference item concerning personnel packets, page 25, para-
graph 2a(1):

(1) This headquarters recognizes the desirability of having
grade/NOS breakout for augmentation packets prior to deployment. Direct
correspondence between sponsor and deploying unit is authorized and encour-
aged by USARV Regulation 220-10.

(2) DA policy is to deploy advance liaison parties only for bri-
gades and divisions or in those instances where there are peculiar problems
related to deployment of a particular unit. An augmentation packet cannot
be considered to be in either category.

(3) Recommend that information of this nature be obtained by
the sponsor directly from the deploying unit.

b. Reference item concerning Preventive Medicine Specialists, page
25, paragraph 2a(l); and page 48, paragraph b(1)(a): Concur. The division
surgeon has been informed that 14TOE action should be initiated to effect
this change.

c. Reference item concerning NEDEVAC aircraft, page 43; and page 48,
paragraph b(2)(b): Nonconcur. In orderto make maximum use of air ambulance
resources they should be controlled at army rather than division level. When
these aircraft are controlled at the army level they may be used to evacuate
patients within the division, between divisions, and out of divisions to
U. S. Army hospitals. Aircraft organic to a division would be more restricted
and not allow for the shifting of resources to meet the requirements, especial-
ly between divisions.
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C ONFIDENTI L
AVHGC-CST (14 flav 67) 2d Ind (C)
SUBJECTs Opertional Report for Quarterly Period Ending 31 October 1967

(jics csr,, -6s) (,c)

3. (U) A copy of this indorsement will be furnished to the reporting
unit-thrgugh channels.

FOR Ti CWCANDMR:

C. S. NA E A'I .:UIHASA

Captai,. AWC
Assietant Adjutant Gen"

cy furn:
94, II FFORCEV
HQ, 25th Inf Div
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oPOP-mr(14 Nov 67 3d Ind (U)
SUBJECT: Operational Report-Lessons Learned for Quarterly

Period Ending 31 Oct 67 (RCS CBFORt-65)
(UIC: WALrS4)

HQ, US ARMY, PACIFIC* APO San Francisco 96558 20 FEB 1968

TO: Assistant Chief of Staff for Force Development,
Department of the Army, Washington, D.C. 20310

This headquarters has evaluated subject report and
forwarding indorsements and concurs in the report as
indorsed.

FOR THE COMMANDER IN CHIEF:

K. F. OSBOURN
MAJ0 AGC
Aid AG
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lot Brigades 25th Infantry Division 21 Brig•dLe, 25th Infantry Diviszin

HHC, let Bde HHC, 2d Bda
th Sp 9hInf let B (M), 5th Inf
d Bs 14h nf lot E 27th Wt

4th B ()$ 23d Inf 2d Eh 27th Inf
7th B, 11th Arty. (DS) let ah, M Arty (DS)

3d Brigade, 25th Infantry Division 25th Division Support Comand

HIHC, 3d Be 14HC and Band2d Bn•, 12th Inr DISM• I• (Provisional)

2d h W(M) 22 Inf 25th Med Bn
3d n, 22d Inf 25th S & T
2d as, 77th Arty (DS) 725th Maint Bn

DIVISION TROOPS

HHC, 25th Inf Div 2d Bn, 34th Armor (-)
3d Squadron, 4th Cavalry 65th Dhgr 1b
25th Avn Ba 125th Big 1
25th HP Co 25th MAdmn Co
44th Scout Dog Pit 38Mh Scout Dog Pit
9th Chem Dot (Atch) 18th Mil HiRt Dot
25th Military Intelligence Dot (Arch)372d Radio Research Co (A(ch) 25th Division Artillery (-)

15th Public Information Dot (Atdi)
20th rublic Information Dot (Atch) HHBs Div Arty
7th Team AA, Fit HQ, 2d CA Co (Atch) 3d &i, 13th Arty
8th Team AA,, Pit H L CA Co (Ah) 6•th 1, 77th Arty (Atch)
9th Team AA, Pit HQ, 2d CA C, (Atch) Btry B, 5th En, 2d Arty
lOth Team AA, Pit HQ, 2d CA C (Atdc) Btry D, 5th 1. 2 Arty (GS)
15th Team A, fit HQ, 2d CA Co (Atdh)

APpeadix 1 (Ta* Omnzarion) to Operational Aeport for Quarterly Period
Fadin•g 31 October 1967
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OPEUTIGNAL REPORT - ,SSONS 1LWED

1 August - 31 October 1967

NARATVE REPORT

1. =MNALt

During the period starting 1 August 1967 and terminating 31 October
1967, this Battalion continued to support the 25th Infantry Division in
all operations. Multichannel VHF systems continued to provide a major
portion of the communications for the Division as increasing use was made
of this means to interconnect Fire Support Bases -and Batta.lion Patrol
Bases, The VRC-12 series radio remains the initial means of co-rulnications
and thc primary back-up for existing VHF systems. During the period, a
detailed survey of FM radio operations, requirements and configurr.tionswas conducted. The more significant lessons learned during this period
are contained in this report. This report supplenents the 1 May to
31 July 1967 report. Lessons learned reflected in that report are, notrepeated in this one.

2. SECURE F14:

One of the findings made during the period will, I believe, have
serious impact upon the planned program for the application of secure
equipment to all FM nets. We have found that any interference on the
frequency assigned for secure use will interrupt and mrake unreadable

transmissions in process in the secure mode. For completely reliable
secure transmission, free from continuous interruption, "totallj discreet"
frequencies ,re rcquired. Based Vpon our experience, such a frequency is
extremely rare. Therefore, reliable and responsive secure transmrission

over multiple nets. does not appear to be feasible utilizing the KY-8 or
simiLnr device. Development of a security device which is not sensitive
to interference is necess ry in view of the requirement to "share" fre-
quencies.,

3. SHORT..QE OF FM RADIO E(,UIP.ENT:

Present TOE authorizations for FM radio equipment in the Headquarters
and Headquarters Companies of the Infantry Divison, Brigades and Battalions
are inadequate to completely meet thu cormunications requirement in the
counter-insurgency effort in Vietnam. During combat operations in forward
locations, the Battalions hnbitual!Ly estn.blish sm;-ll cor. mand posts from which
to maintain tactical control of their maneuver elements. Th' FM radio equip-
ment authorized by the TOE is adequate to meet this requirement. However, a
Tactical Operations Center (TOC) must also be maintained at th, Battalion's
base ca mp for command, control and coordination purposes. Photograph 1 at
Tab A shows the typical basu camp TOC FM radios in use by an Infantry Battalion



engaged in field operations. The same situation exists at Brigade Head-
quarters, since a Tactical Operations Center must be maintained at Base Camp
while the Brigade operates a forward CP. Photographs 2 thru 5 at Tab A
show the FM radio configurations in use in one Brigade Base Camp Tactical
Operations Center. In the forward area a like FM radio requirement exists.

The same general situation is also found in the Division Tactical
Operations Center (DTOC). Photographs 6 and 7 at Tab A show 2 radio con-
figurations installed in the DTOC. These radios must be maintained at all
times for command and control purposes and for coordination between the
staff planners at base camp. They must be duplicated at the tactical command
post in a forward area.

Another serious drain on tactical FM communications is the requirement
for radios fq base camp defense nets. A significant number of RT-524's
and AN/PRC-6 are "tied down" at base camp observation towers, listening
posts, firing bunkers and command posts. Units man the base camp defenses
as an "adhditional duty" while continuing their basic field missions. The
radios employed for base camp defense are diverted from TOE assets that
should be with the unit in sulort of their basic field mission.

To help meet this greatly exp'anded combat requirement fcr FM radio
cormmnications in tactical operation centers, radios have been taken from
lower priority staff officers. This action leaves many personnel an(d sections
without the communication equipment authorized to accomplish their assigned
missions in a timely and efficient manner.

4. Power Source for FM Radios:

Quite often FM radio equipment must be operated for extended periods
of time, in a ground mount configuration, removed from the vehicles in
which they are normally installed. The TOE configurations depicted in the
previous paragraph exemplify this requirement. This requires a 24 volt DC
source other than that provided by the vehicle. Usually, two 12 volt vehicle
batteries wired in series are utilized for powering the equipment with a
charger or rectifier to maintain the batteries in a charged state. These
rectifiers are often hard to come by.

In the 125th Signal Battalion, another method has been utilized with
excellent results to maintain the charge on the batteries. Certain AC
generator sets, such as the 10 KW air-coaler' generator SF 10 (ND) and 10 KW
water-cooled FTRRO I, are equipped with battery charging receptacles. The
purpose of the receptacle is to pernit a DC generator to be utilized to
charge the batteries of the AC generator sets. Through the use of a adapter,
a power cable can be connected to this recertacle (see Tab B) in order to use
it as a source of DC for operating F4 radios requiring 24 volts DC. This
system is a highly reliable, efficient an:' effective method of providing power
for the operations of FM radio equipment.
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5. Masts fr M, Radio Antennae:

To increase the effective range of the VRC-12 series of radios, this
unit has utilized telephone poles at base camp for antenna masts. Telephone
poles ranging in height from 49 to 90 feet have been used depending upon therequired range and terrain. The added height over the standard 12.5 meter
RC-292 antenna has greatly extended the range of bas. camp radio stations.

In areas where there is a requirement for several antennae, such as
Brigade and Division Tactical Operation Centers, a "bonnet" constructed
from an ammunition canister and engineer stakes (see Tab C, picture 1) may
be mounted atop the telephone pole (Tab C, picture 2). This "bonnet" will
mount as many as four RC-292 antennae. Tests hav, shown negligible inter-
ference among tho antennae so mounted as long as a frecu..ncy sep-ration of
at least 3 MC, and preferably 5 ME, is maintained.

This field exp4dient also results in a significant savings in space in
the CP in that the extensive area required to erect multiple antenna masts
with associated guy lines is eliminatedi

6. Antenna Masts for AN/MRC-6'1S:

Erection of standard 45' antenna masts in arc-as with heavy true growth
or swampa is a problem. The probleui occurs when thu antenna sections must
be assembled on the ground before being "gin-poled" to a vertical position.
Lowering the mast to trouble-shoot the antenna or to chaýng,ý dipoles ntces-
sibatud by a frecuency change is awkward and time consuming.

The AB-557 antenna mast (depicted at Tab D) dusignud for use with thu
AN/GRC-50 radio has been tested as a replacement for the standard TRC-24
mast by the 125th Signal Battalion in the Vietnam environment under combat
conditions. Tests have proved that thu AB-577 is ideal to m.et our require-
ments here. We have learned the AN/TRC-24 antenna reflector, AT-214, can
be affixed to the AB-577 (shuwn in Tab D) without .modification. Since the
AB-577 is required for specialized conditions . nly, it is nut felt that each
AN/ARC-69 need be so equipped. A quantity of ten (10) of these antennae
would be sufficient, as an example, for this unit operating in the current
terraih. The AB-577's appear to be in short supply, however, and we have
been unable to obtain the quantity we fuel desirable.

7. Secure FM Retransmissicn Station:

AS utilization of the nuw VRC-12 serius of radios with the sucure

voice equipeaent (TSEC/KY'-8) expanded, the requirement for a secure re-
transmission capability became evident. Thure is presently ne standard
equipment configuratin available to meet this secure retransrdssi.mn
recuirement. As an interim measure, the 125th Signal Battalion has de-
vised a manual retransmission station which will allow retransmission of
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secure infon.tatiI.n utilizing thu KY-8 and RT-524.

iPrst, two secure radio stations are established, one on each of the

selected operating frequencies. The two radios are then interconnuctud,
atiliaing a modified control radio *at C-2299/VttC. At this point, a
locally fabricated control box is connected into the Radio CentftI Set.
Tab Z, picture 1, ihows the secure retransraissiun station ready for op-
rtation.

The heart of the retransmission station is a two swithh control box
(see Tab B, iicture 2). Positioning of one switch allows either automatic
clear retransmissionp separate utilisation of each radio, or manual operated
secure retransmission, When the first switch is set in the secure retrans-
mission position, the operator at the secure retransmission station monitors
the transmission and operates switch number 2 to connect one secure radio
to the other when he hears "ov~r at the end of each transe.issicn. Basic-
ally we utilise radio wire integration (IRI) operating techniques in the
operation of the secure retransmission station,

Altough the system described requires the presence of an operator
when is use, it provides a vtt•:•link in the coumanication network for the
Division and allows secure retransmission of combat essential information
over extended distances when required.

8. Multichanntil VHF Di:.Fram - 25th Div 4,ns.•-n Ca.,:Li•.n as .f 22 Octobur:

Multichannel VHF links remain as the backbone of the Division com-
aidlcation syst4s. Wide dispersion of Division elemewnts during the period
wwU4d M &4" emphasis being placed on the ability to support these

eleae with artillery fire. & marked increase in the number of Fire
Smpport Bases (MB) requiring Signal ,Battalion VHF support was ezperieiwed.
£ diagram depicting typical multichannel VHF network during the period is
att.chud at Tab F.

9. ky7Mn f ?kotoaMpbjc FMg.-

Difficulties have been encountered in providing adequate duat free
facilities for the drying of photographic filja. Even in nrtsas whero
limited air-conditioning is available, dust still remains a major hamard
to the production of high quality film negatives, Since standard air-
tight film drying cabinets are not available, this Battalion has f.oA4 a
partial solution to this situation. Tab G, picture 1, shows a rough fils
drying cabinet approximately 2' x 31 x 21 which has been fabricated frca
plywood. Znside the cabinet, two light sockets are mounted. Each cn-
taint a 150 watt lightbulb. The end result is shortened drying time •or
the film with minimum exposure to dust,

Based on the success of this initial endeavor, the 12th Signal
Battalion is in the process of constructing a larger, improved drying

414J
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cabinet utilizing the same principle, A sketch of the new cabinet is
attached at Tab G (picture 2),

10. Reduction of MOISTURE and DAMPNESS In Cuameras:

During the rainy season in Vietnam, a constant problem is encountered
in maintaining photographic ecuipment, especially cameras, in a dry, moisture
free atomosphere. Moisture in the camera creates a maintenance difficulty
along with general deterioration of the metal and fabric parts of the camera.
Additionally, the rapid growth of mildew and fungus which results from the
warm, moist climate in South Vietnam contributes greatly to camera operation
problems.

The 125th Signal Battalion has combated this problem by building into
a shelf system a sealed cabinet with light bulbs similar to a film drying
cabinet. A picture of this facility is shown at Tab I. Storage of cameras
and associated equipment in this cabinet keeps the moisture level down,
thus retarding the growth of fungus and virtually eliminating mildew and
moisture damages.

LOUIS G.14 R
LTC, SigC

Commanding /
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H3AVhRTMS
3D SqUADRON, 4TH CVAIELY
APO San Francisco 96225

AVDCCAV-3 4 November 1967

SPU3JEMCt Feeder to Operational Iteport for Quarterly Period
aIding 31 October 1967 (U) (RCS CSFOR 65)

TO: Caimandini General
25th Infantr" Division
ATTN% AVDC2TD
APO 96225

SECT-.ION Is SIrthrVICANr CGANIZATIONAL ACTUVITIES.

3.. General.

a. During the per od 1 •Agust - 31 October 1967, this oreanization
retained responsibility for security of the 25th Infantry Division lain Supply
Route (H50), ,escorting IP,410 vehicles between Hoc ion (XT7lO7) and Tay Ninh
(XTT1950) during the quarter. On 23 August the Squadron was directed to conduct
Night Thrust O-erations on Hwy 1 and 22 between Hoc Xon 3ridoe (XT7107) and
Tay Minh Base Camp (XT1750) a mission which was retained throughout the
reporting peiod. The Squadron also provided the control headquarters and one
troop to the Division Base Camp Mobile Reaction Force, secured a portion of
the Cu Chi Base Camp Perimeter. Provide Slection Support to the Vietnamese
National Elections conducted during the periods 31 Au& to 5 Sep 6'7 and 19
Oct to 24 Oct 67 by insuring frdedom of movement on Hwy 1 and 22 from Hoc Mon
3,)idge to Tay Ninh. During these same periods static security was provided
on the Hoc Mon Bridge (XT7I2072) and Trang Bang Bridge (XT503178). The Squadron
conducted a weekly NWCAP Operation in the Village of AN DUC treating approci-
mately 2,005 persons. Conducted ni-htJv ambush patrols vicinity the Cu Chi
ease Camp; provided security for Engineer construction and repair operations.
CIonducted Round Up Operations; a series of airmobile lanrrnts employin
.ietnamese National Police to screen local nationals found in areas adjacent

to Hwy's 1 and 22. Night Helicopter Landings have been conducted in areas
adjacent to Hwy 1, the purpose of the landings have been to limit the enemies
novemernt during periods of limited visibility. Combined Security Patrols
consisting of US Troops and RF/FF personnel from the village of AN DUC have

CONFAI I i. L
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been conducted during the reinorting Y•eriod. The Squadron has organized,
eeiuipred, trained and initiated the employment of a Long Range Reconnaissance
Patrol Detachwnt. Planned and conducted refresher trainirn, for the 3d Squadron
of the 10th ARVN Armored Cavalr, Regiment.

b. 'Two ma.lor oha4es Ith the organization occured durirg the month
of September, Co A, 2-34th Armor was released from operational control of the
Scnadron and Troop C moved from Dau Tieng to join the unit in Cu Chi. Also
durinr September the Division Long Range Reconnaissance Patrol Detachment was
OrFlanized and trained and became an iuteffal part of the Squadron.

c. During the reporting period, organic and attached troops engaged

in primcipal activities as indicated:

Headauarters and Headquarters Troop: 92 days operations.

Troop A: 87 days operations; 5 days training/maintenance.

Troop 13 8A days operations; 4 days training/maintenance.

Troop C: 85 days operations; 7 days training/maintenance.

.Troop Di 92 days operations.

IRRP: 6 days trainring. 25 days opetations/trainings

2. Support From Other Services.

a. US Air Force close air support was utfl~zed frequently during the
reporting period against targets such as known snenr units, fortifications,
i,.nding zone preparations, diversions, and minefields. When the requirement
;zild be preplanned one day in advance, results were highly satisfactory.
&1ýults of immediate missions were usually successful, however due to time
-.L~itations specific types of ordinnnce on the aircraft were not ideol for the
,'rpet en',a-ed with a resultant loss in effectivenesa.

b. U.S.A.F. for.iard air controllers were an station over the I`SR
;.urir, the conduact of the day convoy from Cu Chi to :sv Ninh and were readily
"xdilable for any needed assistance.

1,LCTION II: CO1rANDEI'S 03S]-2VATX0• AM• RECOIEWATIONS

SECTION IU, Part I Observations (Lessons Learned).

a. Personnel. None.

CONF IEI T IAL



b. Operations. ' °

IT.:. Dismounted Area Search.

DISCUSSIONs During the reporting period armored columns have
been harassed and ambushed along the Hwy's 1 and 22 at night. The activity
has been centralized in and around built up areas that provide good conceal-
ment for apnroach and withdrawal. Where fire has been teceived from built
up areas, the local populace has usually been forewarned by the VC of the
attack, If civilians are in bomb shelters, or have departed a village one
can expect enemy activit'.

OBSERVATION: A thorough dismounted search prior to and during
a move through built up areas has sharply reduced the number of enemy
incidents alorn the IR at night. A search of seeral houses adjacent to
the road W forewarn of an enemy attack. Also, the movement of dismounted
personnel will facilitate the detection of an enemy ambush prior to the move-
ment of vehicles and personnel into the enemy selected killing zone. See
Following ITEM.

lT=4: Counter Ambush Planning and Coordination.

DISCUSSION: During the reporting period the Squadron has been
subjected to numerous enemy harassment and ambush attempts.

OBSERVATION: The enemy have employed road blocks (some with
booby trans), mines, small arms and automatic weapons harassment fire, anti-
tank weapons, and ambushes along the I-R. The activity has been centralized
around built-up areas that provide good concealment for anyoach and withdrawal.
In instances where fire has been received from built-up areas, the local
populace leave their homes for local under',round fortifications or move to
ARV1J compounds in the area. A danger signal to a Troop operating along the
HighwaF is a village that is empty of civilian population. Although lack
of civilian population in a village does not always mean the VC are in the
area, each instance recuires thorough checking. In attempt to conceal the
fact that the civilian populace has left a built-up area, the VC will leave
lights burning in the houses. This requires a detailed search of built-up
areas not a visual inspection from the road. Moreover, this requires a close
aliaison between Squadron and US Advisors located at District readquarters
alo n the route at qu Chi, Trang S ang and s o Dau Ha. Timeti reparteng by US
Advisory personnel of artf unusual civilian activity in their district gives
an indication of enemy activity. Tlds is accomplished by frequent liaison
visits by S-2 and S-3 personnel to these districts to discuss Squadron opera-
tions and enenm activity in the area. The district receives marny agent reports
of enemy activity; although mary are false, each requires careful analysis
and rrenaredness. Another successful technique is personal coordinate between
Troop Commanders and M Advisory personnel, and in some instances, placing
an ARVN soldier with the Troop to coordinate directly with the ARVN compounds
along the highway. To facilitate the exchange of information between this
uinit and US Advisory personnel communications frequencies and callsigne have

CONF IOE ..L-
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been exchanged. N'ghtJ~v communications occur particular~y relttive to am-
bush locations and other activities planned or under-,87 in a particular
sub-bector., To further facilitate the eachange of information a common
point of reference system has been developed and exchanged betwden the
Souad~ron and all US.Advisory Teams along the route of operation*

ITEM: Hand carried light for night dismounted sweeps.

DISCUSSI0Ns Dismounted sweeps have been effective for this
unit in searching built up areas, As the sweeps are conducted during hours
and around buildings and other structures.

OBSERVATIONs A strong hand carried light is both effective
and practical for personnel conducting dismounted night searches, B y work-
ing in two man teams. one with a l.ight conducting the search., and another
providing cover to the light bearer# a thorough sweep and nuick rnaction

can beaffected. The lights are a standard 6 volt lantern afid have been

issued TE toeehrfore~atdrn Stheel Pround Cav9s-4 rops

beenSSO~ uPGeci RP- an te nti-tankweapons hawe

bee uedagainst this unit causing both per'-ormol coeualties and vehicle

OBSERVATION: PSP, mounted on each side of a tank has proved
effective as a stand-off for anti-tank rounds, The lower portion of thd
tank hull and a portion of the suspension system is covered by the PSP.
As a test) three RIV-h2 rounds ,inre fired at a tank with 18P mounted on it.
Although some rounds did penetrate the additional stand-of'f distance af-
forded by the plate reduced the number of penetrations. To ds'te a tank
with the plating mounted has not been attacked by nn eneuvy rocket weapon;
however it is felt thav the plpting will minimize the effect of nny ottack.
The plating has been mounted using a "quick disconnent" technicue (We
Diagram Ind i.). This permits removal of the plating for maintenance,
During cross country movement the plates may be removed vid cArried on the
vehicles back deck.

1T7M Dropping Flares from UH-li) Helicop~ter.

DISOL5SIONt In an effort to provid.i S'nuadron elements readily
available illumination when ,rtillery or other ivpand were not AvailE'ble.,

flares have been dispensed out of UH-li) Helicopters.

OBSEVATION: For best results, flnreas ho'Jld be drorped it
an altitude of 2,000 feet with the minimu~m fuse settings. At such an alt-
itude and setting the flares will normall.y 'burn out just above the cround.
If allowed to burn at higher Altitude, fl~'res -ould endanger other air-
craft in the area,
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By dropping a flare at two minutes intervals continuous illuntnation can be
maintained. '-hen tim- permits, the fuse timing should be set prior to take
of£f. Safety pins should remain in the flares until ready for use. The Flares
utilized by the Souadron are the 1K24 type flare; each UH-1D helicopter can
carry 55 flares and Provide a maximum of two hours of continuous illumination.

ITENt Use of Zeon Searchlight Mounted in the Lt-IC Aircraft.

DISCUSSION: In an effort to provide helicopter gunteams a means
of illuminatin& a target at night without use of flares or other available
illumnation, Ehe Zeon Searchlight was mounted on a UH-lC Helicopter.

OBSERVTTIOf: The Zeon searchlights, because of its weight, -ro-
ved unsatisfactory as it caused severe stress on the aircraft. The use of the
light rroved impractical as it enitted such a small beam at low altitudes
(5001 - 6001) that it was impossible to trac1, ',hen at higher altitumles
(1000' - 15001) the light did not provide sufficient illumination for point
target detection. Considering the potential stress damage to the aircraft
and the minimal results attained the Souadron ceased employment of the light
system.

IlTi: Co-located 90nm Recoilless Rifle and Radar.

DISCUSSION: There are several locations along the 11SR which are
freouently targets for VC activities. Ir an attemnt to detect enemr movement
in these areas, radnr teams are positioned several hundred meters away with
good coverage of the entire area. Once detected ouick renction is essential
to destroy the eenem.

OSMRVATION. W. co-locating A 90nmi Recoilless Rifle with the
Radar, a target may be engaged inmodiatoly. There is no waiting period between
detection and engagemsnt time, whereas previously, upon detection, oround
forces -ould have to mova to the target area. or indirect fire employed. Since
the targets were assumed to be a snall group of enemy personnel capable of
rapidly leaving the area, a nuick reaction direct fire wea'on has proven to
he a satisfactory' deterent to enemy activity.

ITEM: hounting of the AN/PPS-4 Radar on the I13 Xrmored Personnel.
Carrier . 4 8 - M -0 ." '

DISCUSSION: This Sauadron has successfully employed the AN/PFS-4
Radar in the mounted mode shown in Inel 2. The set is placed in this position
while the vehicle is halted. The position where the vehiclais stopped is
selected to maximize the radars scan cApability. This techninue has rroven
particularly effective during night route security operations. After moving
'through an area the radar is placed in operation to scan back Into the areato determine the presence or absence of enemy activity.

OBSERVATION: Bv employing the radar in this manner the security and
surveillance capability of the employing force is gr atly enhanced. The radar
can be rapidly emplaced on the vehicle, taking advantage of the vehicles commu-
nications system for reporting sightings etc. A degree of protection is afforded
by the presence of the armored vehicle And its nounted weapons system..

CONFIDER1~f
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ITDI: The Mounting of Searchlights on the Ml13 Armored Peraonnel
Cirrier. A.e-1003647!%

DISCUSSION: In order to provide a matimnm degree of artificial
illumination during periods or rnght operations this Squadron has mounted
searchlights on selected armored personnel carriers in each ground troop. Ten
lights were mounted in each troop, The lights were acquired from a number of
sources, the sources included ambulances of the Divisional Medical Battalion,
landing lights on OH-23 Helicopters and the boom searchlight on five ton standard
wrecker. 14hen incorporated with the Tank-mounted Zeon Searchlights a high
derpree of artificial illumination is available to the Ground Cavalry Troop.

O3S.IVATYONt The mounting of these lights has greatly enhanced
the ,operating capability of the Cavalry Troop. These lights have proven
particulary effective during movement and searchers in built up areas. This
has facilitated route security operation in that vehicles in addition to the
tanks have an organic searchlieht capability that can provide illumination
in areas previously dark and therfore utilized bv enenrr ambush teams.

o. Trainging and O'ganization.Forwrded under seperate cover; UtRP
Organization and Training.

d. Intelligence. None.

e. Logistics: None.

f, Civial Affairs.

IT34S: Engineer units should be employed on a voluntary basis
c-;nsistent iththe C.% effort, when their participation does not conflict
with the tactical mission.

DISCUSSION: Many of the hamlets and villages in RVN, some of
w)-ch rvesently enjoy an active CA effort, have a desired and actual need
for improvement or construction which could be accomplished quickly and effec-
tivelyv br US engine-- units, but would take nrohibitive man-hours to perform
h'r civilian labor. &perience has indicated that engineer volunteers are
exceetionally receptive to the CA effort, perform in an outstanding manner
;nd contribute a techincal skill canability not otherwise available. Recogni-
zing that empAloyifen' of engineers should be closely coordinated with SA and
Vietnamese Officials familiar with a given area, enginacr efforts can be
directed specifically towards projects which afford maximum follow-up partici-
nation 1F local civilians.

O3S•XTIONSt The employ- ent of engineer operations and equipment
to support the CA effort achieves high impact results; accomplished tasks
that could not otherwise be done by maneuver battalions or civilian labor; affords
the opportunity for Vietnamese initiative and subsequent work; and, being on
a voluntary basis, offers varied experience and increased morale to participating
oneratiors.

6
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ITEM: Eploaent of US/PF night ccmbat/ambush patrols greatly

reduces VC acts of terrorism and intimidation at the village and hamlet level,

DISCUSSIONt The CA aspect of Revolutionary Development cannot
be effective3y accomplished without a certain de-ree of local security. Often,
the msiccess of RD is dependent upon the degree of security a village or hamlet
has. Thn mere presence of a US ratrol base (4-6 men) with FF contingent in
a hamlet comprises threat enough to local VC guerilla units to severely restricts
their activitv and movement. Conbinod Conbet Patrols further provide a realistic
training vehicle for participating F? soldiers and while enhancing their self-
confidence and increasing their military effectiveness serves to originate a
capability from which F? may, conduct similiar operations without US support.
The rAtrol's effectiveness regarding destruction of local VC elements is largely
dependent upon surp-rise and can be best accomplished by a clandestine drop
of the US patrol base at the F? outpost, done on an unscheduled basis.

OBSVATION: By employinr US/FF night combat/ambush patrols within
a in llage/hamlet, VC activity is greatlv reduced; participating F? gain confidence
and realistice training; the principle of GVN sup.ort is strengthened; and an
atmosnhere more favorable to the progress of Revolutionary Development is created.

. YOPS. None.

h. Spoci-,l Intor.!stsl

I'•,': Effoct of clina.te and night operations on a units operating

capability.

DISCMSI10: Prolonged periods of night operations without the
provision of rest periods during night time hours will have a detrimental effect
on a units operating potential. In general; operations conducted during periods
of limited visibility amainst an eneam whols mst likely nethod of a.ttack is an
ambush are physically more fatiguing than a dai-light operration in the sane area.The night environment and reouiremerbt for detailud dis.-.unted searches are factors
which contribute to this fatiunu. Associate the f?,tigue fa.ctor with the dnv time
climate of this units operating a-3a; i.e. heat which limits the ability to sleep
and it is evident that a continuous night operating cycle will have an adverse
effect on the units overall operating potential. Other re4uirements such as rost
operations resupply and general maintenance of individual and crew iters of
enuipcent further limit suitable rest reriods for personnel conducting night
operat ions,

OBSMRVATIO15t R;,st reriods during night time hours when the heatof the dry is minimum must be provided in the oper-ting schedule of units con-
ducting night operptions. This cann be accomrlished by rotating entire troop/

compare- size units into a night rest period cr by rotating platoons within a.given troop/compeny sise unit into tho r,-Ist teriod. Rest during the cool period
of the dry should be provided a minimum of once every four operating days.
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